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efore joining the Association in the late 1990s, I would instruct my sales force at
the moving company where I worked to look for any kind of client that required
or could utilize any of the primary assets my company had its disposal, namely trucks,
men (and women) and warehouses.
For many years traditional moving and storage was our main source of revenue; but
in our marketplace there were a host of other opportunities to which our assets and other
capabilities and attributes could be applied—those being imagination, innovation and a
willingness (or lack of fear) to try something new.
This “What else can we do for you (besides moving)?” mentality not only created
new revenue streams but also allowed our organization to quickly diversify and grow.
Moreover, our customers who knew and trusted us regarded it as a benefit; another plus
was that they no longer had to maintain numerous relationships with multiple vendors.
From time to time an account would phone and say, “We have this need or this problem—can you help us?”
People engaged in the moving business, and I think IAM members in particular,
are some of the most innovative individuals I have had the pleasure of working with,
both when I was employed in the industry and later as president of this Association. I
am always impressed with how forward thinking some companies are in identifying and
addressing the needs of their customer base and exploiting diversification opportunities
within their geographic markets.
This issue of The Portal aims a spotlight on IAM member companies and their
affiliates who have chosen to expand their service offerings and be more than just movers. I think you will enjoy reading about and learning from the profiled individuals and
companies who have branched out to fill the needs of their customers and accounts as
full-fledged relocation and destination services providers.
Also in this issue we are profiling the newly elected leaders of the IAM Young
Professionals (IAM-YP) and the recently revamped YP Management Board (YPMB).
The YPMB has moved away from the regionally based representative governance structure in recognition of the imbalance of membership in some regions, as well as to create
more opportunities for YP participation in a number of newly formed committees to fill
the needs of the group.
I encourage you to review the profiles of these emerging leaders. Once you do, I
think you will quickly recognize that, although they may be young in age, they do not
lack experience. Indeed, many of them have been in the industry quite some time, and
some have started or are now running their own companies.
I look forward to working with this new group as the IAM-YP builds on its successful past and continues to play a key role in shaping the future direction of the industry and IAM, as well as filling the Association’s ongoing needs for engaged volunteer
leaders.
Last but not least, please be sure to take a look at page 49, where we profile two
individuals who have chosen to participate in IAM’s recently launched Mentor Match
program. The program aims to fill a need by helping individuals of all ages and backgrounds learn new skills and grow professionally through online mentoring relationships. Best of all, the program is open to all members and it’s free!
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When Getting Your Customers There Is Just Half the Job
By Joyce Dexter, Editor, The Portal

A

mover’s job used to be simpler, if not easier. You did the
survey, wrote up an estimate, and scheduled the move. After
that, boxes were packed and loaded onto a truck bound for a
destination near or far. If the stars aligned and there was no damage by the time the shipment reached the destination, everyone
was happy.
Of course, both life and business are a bit more complex
today. Multinational corporations and an increasingly mobile society have created a global economy that has shrunk the planet,
figuratively speaking. People are seeing more of the world and
living in places they couldn’t have imagined back in those simpler times.
Conventional wisdom says that the best way to make money
is to find a need and fill it. A few decades ago, a handful enterprising movers realized that there was a real need—and a lucrative market—for providing services that went beyond getting a
shipment of household goods from point A to point B. New arrivals who found themselves thrust into unfamiliar surroundings
and needing to adapt quickly to a different way of doing things
needed help getting settled. And so the concept of destination
services was born.
Nowadays, more and more movers are diversifying in order
to gain a foothold in the destination services market, becoming
a one-stop resource for clients who either can’t or don’t want
to research and line up service providers on their own. Whether
an American is moving to Paris, or a Peruvian has accepted an
assignment in Singapore, today they likely will find that the
destination agent in their new city can help them navigate the
often bewildering maze of bureaucracy and and an unfamiliar
culture. The whole idea, from a mover’s perspective, is to ensure
that the client settles smoothly and comfortably into his or her
new home and quickly adapts to the environment. From the human resources perspective, it’s a way to keep employees happy
and un-stressed, allowing them to focus on their new business
responsibilities more quickly.
To expats, a new city may represent an intimidating series of
bureaucrats, utilities and people who don’t speak their language.
To you, the mover, that same city is no doubt a great place to
live and work if you know what you’re doing, where to go, and
whom to turn to. For that reason, clients who are new to your
area represent profitable opportunities if you broaden your menu
of services, thus enabling newcomers to open themselves up to
the adventure before them without the stress and worry of arranging the mundane things for themselves.
Where do you fit into this intriguing scenario? IAM members around the world have discovered that the added value of
destination services—from preparing customs and immigration
documents to facilitating language training—in support of new
arrivals can make all the difference between getting the contract
and losing it to others who can make their clients’ early experiences in a new home more pleasant and rewarding.
IAM: Moving Forward Together

Companies Featured in This Section
Asian Tigers Mobility—Korea
www.asiantigers–korea.com
Aspire Mobility Group
aspiremobility.com
Boonma
www.boonma.com
Crown World Mobility
www.crownworldmobility.com
Emerald Relocation Services Pvt Ltd
www.emeraldrelocations.com
Express-Transport-Shipping-Agency, GmbH (E.T.S.A.)
www.etsa-euromovers.de
Gosselin Mobility
www.gosselingroup.eu
Highstar Relocation
(a division of Starline Overseas Moving)
www.hsrelogroup.com
Santa Fe Group
www.SantaFeRelo.com
Packways India
www.packways-india.com
SIRVA Relocation Japan (Allied Pickfords Japan)
www.alliedpickfords.co.jp
S.P.I. Packers (South Pacific International)
spipackers.com
Transworld International
www.transworld.be
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Aspire Mobility Group (aspiremobility.com) is the international division of Møbeltransport Danmark A/S, which traces
its roots to 1879. Now, some 130 years later, Aspire employs
more than 200 people and its annual sales top US$30 million.
Headquartered in Copenhagen, it has terminals in Denmark’s
five largest urban areas and, since 2012, in Stockholm, Sweden.
“Our business is primarily the corporate world, working
either directly with Danish and Swedish international companies
or as Scandinavian service partners for a very large number of
agents and relocation and moving companies around the world,”
explains Gunnar Moeskjaer, director—group international
services at Aspire Mobility Group. “We also do a lot of work for
embassies and international organizations, including the U.S.
embassies in Stockholm and Copenhagen, as a service partner
under the ITGBL program.”
In 1999, under the House of Relocation name, Aspire
Mobility began, as one of the pioneers in the Danish relocation
industry, to offer a full slate of destination services. Its primary
target remains international operating corporations and, to a
lesser extent, selected global relocation management companies.
From the outset, says Moeskjaer, the company has offered
most of the traditional DSP services, including visa and immigration assistance, preview visits, temporary housing, home
search, rental and lease negotiations, and departure services. It
later expanded into expense management and relocation management services on a global basis.
“In 2012,” says Moeskjaer, “we started our own furniture
rental business, an activity that has developed very well for us
both as an independent venture and also as a valuable addition to
our corporate services.”
The company offers a broad range of assistance for new
arrivals. For example, its settling-in services include area orientation, local registration, school/kindergarten/daycare search,
organizing spouse and partner programs, language and cultural
training, handyman and maid services.
Aspire Mobility’s “Welcome to Denmark” program, an
online solutions package accessible by PC, pad and smartphone,
provides assignee families with instant information about life

“Relocation consultants need a
much deeper knowledge of local
regulations and conditions than
demanded from a move coordinator, as they have to be trained
to provide assistance on a host of
diverse issues.”
—Gunnar Moeskjaer

in Denmark, as well as useful referrals ranging from medical
facilities to hairdressers, locksmiths, and public transportation
options.
Both moving and destination services aim at making a transfer from one country to another as easy and painless as possible
for the assignee family. But as Moeskjaer explains, destination
services extend the reach of the actual move, encompassing additional help an expat family may need before, during and after
the posting. “Consequently,” he adds, “relocation consultants
need a much deeper knowledge of local regulations and conditions than demanded from a move coordinator, as they have to
be trained to provide assistance on a host of diverse issues—for
example, where to find the right school for a handicapped child,
or how to explain to a newly arrived executive why everyone in
his office leaves by 4 p.m.”
According to Moeskjaer, branching into DSP initially was a
response to the marketplace—when Aspire’s most internationally
oriented clients began asking for special help. “Now, most of our
corporate clients require relocation assistance in one way or another. Having the experience, know-how and resources available
in-house has certainly helped us maintain our attractiveness to
clients as a one-stop shop for integrated relocation and moving
services.”

Denmark

The international brand name of
MØBELTRANSPORT DANMARK

rates.dk@aspiremobility.com

Sweden

rates.se@aspiremobility.com

Immigration
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TRANSPORT YOUR PETS
WORLDWIDE.

www.petmove.net
As an animal-loving company
we have specialised in the
professional transport of your
beloved pets.
We offer a stress-free, safe,
professional and comfortable
way to relocate your domestic
animals worldwide.
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®

A service from INTERMOVE GmbH

New Delhi-based Packways India
(www.packways-india.com) knows that
providing services that go beyond the
move can set a company apart from its
competitors.
“Selecting a mover can be a difficult choice given the large numbers
that currently exist in the market,” says
Nikhil Ohri, vice president, marketing
and sales at Packways India. “Being a
part of the industry since 1974 has helped
us gain experience and knowledge of the
market. It is important that the customer
gets value for the money being spent on
the move. The process can be smooth or
complicated, depending on your understanding with the destination or origin
agent. Having trustworthy allies in different parts of the world is a vital tool that
helps you make that sale.”
Headquartered in Mumbai and with
branches throughout India, Packways India can provide services across the length
and breadth of the country. “We are a
one-stop shop for our customers for their
packing and moving needs on a door-todoor basis,” Ohri explains. “We also offer
other services: pet relocation, handyman
services, temporary accommodations,
foreign immigrant registration, vehicle
relocation, exhibition, commercial and
fine art cargo. We give prime attention to
every move, from the method of packing
to unpacking at destination. This is why
we have alliances with the best agents
in the industry who adhere to the same
principles as we do.”
anunciotheportal2013.pdf 2 12/02/2013 12:29:38
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“Having trustworthy allies in
different parts of
the world is a vital
tool that helps you
make that sale.”
—Nikhil Ohri,
Vice President,
Packways India

job.” As a result, the company has maintained a good relationship with the client
and has handled relocations for him many
times since then.
In order to build and nurture strong
connections with its customers, even after
the move is completed Packways India
maintains contact with them via e-mails
and greeting cards on local holidays and
festivals. It’s a personal touch that can set
a company apart from the others.

To Ohri and his company, personalization is the key. “We do go the extra
mile to make the client feel at home and
ensure a stress-free relocation by helping
them find temporary accommodation and
schools, and providing city orientation.
These services have earned us five-star
reviews from our clients and increased
our business many times over.” A reputation for handling everything—from an
expensive dinner set to a little girl’s
dollhouse—underscores the company’s
understanding that a customer’s emotions
are attached to every little thing.
On one occasion, Packways handled
a very demanding client who wanted his
cargo to be “delivered and unpacked according to his own whims and fancies,”
says Ohri, “a job that stretched to four
days. As our company’s policy is that
our client must be satisfied, we wound
up repainting his walls and replacing his
wooden flooring at our own expense,
even though our crew had pointed out
these damages before commencing the

“India’s corporate sector, largely boosted
by the growth of the IT, pharmaceuticals,
automobiles and other industries, has
set up workplaces in multiple parts of
the country, including the metros and
some Tier-II cities as well,” explains J.
Ramesh, head of international operations
at Emerald Relocation Services
(www.emeraldrelocations.com) in
Chennai and Bangalore. “Companies are
increasingly sending their employees
to work across multiple offices, both
national and international, to foster
holistic development of their skills as
they climb up the ladder.”
It once was typical for people to hire
local transport and temporary workers
when moving their household. Today,
the Indian relocation industry is rapidly
changing from an ad hoc service offered
by regional players to a more professional
enterprise with a nationwide operational
presence. “What’s more,” says Ramesh,
“thanks to the Internet, consumers can
find a suitable relocation service provider
from the comfort of their homes.”
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www.sitspain.com
info@sitspain.com
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According to Ramesh, the need for relocation services has
increased significantly owing to the corporate presence in India
that requires employees to relocate regularly to different locations across the country. And although relocation previously
involved companies reimbursing their employees for costs
connected with a move, a number of firms have discovered that
it is more cost effective to work directly with professional packing and moving firms, such as Emerald Relocations, that their
employees can leverage during relocation.
This has opened up a new window of opportunity for packers and movers, who can establish relationships with a number
of organizations and be assured of a regular clientele. Emerald
Relocations provides a broad menu of relocation services to corporate executives, high-profile individuals, international partners
and relocation firms that need more than just a removal service.
Asian companies were early innovators in providing destination
services. Today, they continue to build a reputation for extending
their range of offerings to keep up with an increasingly demanding market. As Rob Faraone, IAM’s regional relations liaison
for Asia notes elsewhere in this issue (page 59), the mindset of
businesses in that region tends to look beyond a specific move
transaction. Larger movers with an in-house relocation department or third-party specialists can offer many additional services. Smaller companies try to hire packers with multiple skills
who are urged to assist with special tasks if possible.
Boonma (www.boonma.com), headquartered in Thailand, can help newcomers with just about anything they need.
Immigration needs—work and import permits, tax and financial consultation, cultural and city orientation, home search,
pet transport and clearance, and of course all moving services,
including special shipments such as pianos and fine arts, to name
a few—are all part of a day’s work.
“We give customers a single point of contact from start
to finish to deliver highly personalized service,” says Boonma
Executive Director Tiddy S. Teerawit. “We invest the time and
resources throughout the relationship to truly understand the
client’s business driver and refine our service model to meet their
evolving needs. Our knowledge of legal, regulatory and policy
issues allows us to provide them with advice and effective immigration solutions.”
To ensure that its service model does keep up with its customers’ changing requirements, Boonma solicits and evaluates
feedback. “This helps us enhance our processes and technology, adds value and controls the bottom line for our clients. We
understand the stress that immigration places on individuals
and their families. We strive to provide peace of mind for our
employees and HR leaders, and persevere until we find the right
solution for each case. We know how to anticipate difficulties
and can act quickly.”
Culture figures prominently in Boonma’s strategy. “Being
successful in Thailand involves more than boosting company
performance,” Tiddy explains. “It is also necessary to guide
one’s company or organization through a range of cultural
hazards and accommodate differences among customers and
employees. We have designed programs with these objectives in
mind so participants can make the most of their professional and
private life in Thailand.”
Not only assignees but their spouse and family members
benefit from the program, which can be tailored to fit individual
IAM: Moving Forward Together
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needs. For example, specific offerings target business people
who are deciding whether to accept a position in Thailand; newcomers who need a complete orientation on working and living
there; and even people who have been living in Bangkok but
who need help dealing with life there. The programs can even
be adapted to accommodate children, and feature Thai language
courses and visits to cultural and tourist sites.
SIRVA Relocation Japan (registered in that country as
Allied Pickfords Japan; www.alliedpickfords.co.jp) is a specialist human resources consultancy and outsourcing company
that assists organizations in achieving their key international
business objectives. SIRVA helps to ensure a seamless and fully
managed service aimed at reducing costs and improving the success rate of relocating employees globally.
The company has a professional team of nine in Japan who
operate within a network of accredited Global Certified Partners
(GCPs) in more than 150 countries. SIRVA’s mission is to ensure
that employees and their family members are “guided through
this exciting and somewhat uncertain period,” says President
Ken Tsutsumi, “with an experienced assignment manager, providing a single point of contact who understands the difficulties
and challenges they face.”
The assignment manager’s job begins at origin, before the
move, with a comprehensive analysis of the client’s individual
needs. “The requests are researched and then presented to the
assignee and family members,” Tsutsumi explains, “providing a

16
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level of comfort and building awareness of their upcoming assignment.”
On arrival in Tokyo, the assignment manager meets with
the family at their temporary accommodation and provides them
with an outline of the services available under the assignee’s
company policy guidelines. SIRVA initiates their requests and
takes a proactive and hands-on approach to their relocation.
The company continues to be active throughout the assignment,
offering support programs and facilitating necessary introductions to encourage the assimilation process in theassignee’s new
environment.

Cargo Channels Pvt. Ltd., India
An ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company

Intl.
Relocation
Specialists
Branches:
Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Indore, Jaipur, Kolkata, Manesar, Mumbai
AGL Chambers, II Floor
150, Kapashera
New Delhi-110037. India

Tel: +91-11-25069631-32
Fax: +91-11-25069630

Email: info@cargochannels.com
Web: www.cargochannels.com
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For SIRVA, flexibility is important; its systems and processes are designed to support clients to allow them to integrate
easily. Its services include school and home search; settling-in
services (e.g., orientation to the local neighborhood); expense
and vendor management; furniture rental; departure and repatriation assistance; tenancy management; travel, transport and
accommodation management; airport pick-ups; visa and immigration assistance (SIRVA has an in-house licensed visa and
immigration agent); spousal and family support; service provider
referrals; and repatriation briefings.
A seamless transition is the gold standard for all DSPs. “Providing relocation services in conjunction with our moving services
was a natural progression for our industry,” says Gus Sunwoo,
vice president, Asian Tigers Mobility (www.asiantigers–korea.com) in Korea. “Not only is it our goal to make a
transferee’s transition into Korea a seamless one from the time
they enter the country until the time they depart after the end of
the assignment, but we are able to provide our transferees with
a single point of contact for all their needs during their stay in
Korea.”
The company, founded in 1984, employs a household moving staff of 55, including management, operations and crew
based in Seoul, with branch offices in Busan and Gimpo, and
2,000 relocation services personnel. They handle a full contingent of goods (e.g., vehicles, fine arts, cargo), international pet
transport, and just about any settling-in service newcomers may
require. In addition, Asian Tigers Mobility provides direct family
support for three months after the assignee’s arrival.

“Our responsibility is to
[provide] an enriching experience by educating transferees
about the new environment,
traditions and mannerisms,
and suggesting useful tips for
everyday life in Korea.”
—Gus Sunwoo, Vice President,
Asian Tigers Mobility—Korea

“While moving is based more on a formulaic system,
relocation and destination services adhere more to an emotional
relationship requiring a personal touch,” Sunwoo points out.
“Our strategic approach to relocation solutions assists a company
in keeping up with a transferee’s career, improving their experiences in a new country, streamlining administration, saving
time and limiting exposure to risk.” Knowing that someone at
destination is seeing to all these things gives the HR people back
home confidence that their employees are getting everything
they need—via a single point of contact for their entire stay in
Korea—to ensure a successful posting.
“Moving to a new country can be a daunting task,” says
Sunwoo. “So our responsibility is to make it an enriching experience by educating transferees about the new environment, tradi-

solutıons
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tions and mannerisms, and suggesting useful tips for everyday
life in Korea. We take care of all the mandatory requisites and
time-consuming activities during a transferee’s entire assignment
period. Our experienced and tailor-made services saved time and
money, allowing transferees to focus solely on their careers instead of dealing with the nuances and difficulties that accompany
the transition into a new country.”
Sunwoo recalls the time a multinational corporation hired
his company solely for visa immigration purposes. “They kept
an eagle eye on our methods and approaches,” he says. “They
insisted on daily status updates and questioned every step that
was required and taken on our part. We stuck to our fundamentals and proved we could exceed their expectations while saving
them administrative burden and precious time. In time, they
gave us their complete confidence and entrusted our company to
not only handle visa immigration but to handle the full suite of
relocation and moving services for each of their incoming and
outgoing transferees.
“Our goal is to save our clients time while providing convenience through one point of coordination for all our various
services. Our consultants are experts within the Korean industry
who provide a seamless implementation for the benefit of the
According to Rob Faraone, IAM’s regional liaison in Asia,
companies in Asia generally show a flexibility with respect to
destination services and other assistance and that is not as much
in evidence in the West. Part of the reason, he suggests, is that
in Asia, “Often there is an international mindset because the
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movers do not handle as many intra-country domestic moves as
Western movers do.”
But in the Western Hemisphere, moving companies are
beginning to realize that adapting is as important to them as it
is to their newly arrived clients. S.P.I. Packers (South Pacific International; spipackers.com), founded in 1997 in Quito,
Ecuador, handles moves regularly for multinational corporations,
embassies and private customers.
“We expanded our services because it increased our attractiveness to our customers,” says General Manager Gloria Gallegos D. “We give them VIP treatment, offering them our recommendations regarding their needs in their new country, including
handyman services, carpenters, electricians, and others.”
Gallegos and her partner, Administrative President Luis
Fernando Dillon Gallegos, provide logistical and support needs
for customers who require origin and destination services
throughout Ecuador. Because they are experienced in navigating
customs and import regulations, says Gloria Gallegos, “We are
in a position to offer our customers exceptional advantages when
shipping door to door, door to port, locally or nationally, by sea,
air and land.”
S.P.I. Packers handles all kinds of shipments, from household goods and personal effects to exhibitions and fragile goods.
Its origin services include executing export customs documentation, delivery to customs at dockside, and paying the port fee.
When Ecuador is the destination, the company manages customs
clearance and trucks the shipment from the port of entry to the
new residence anywhere in Ecuador. After unpacking and as-
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sembling furniture as needed, the crew removes the debris and
returns the empty container to Guayaquil port.
A recurring theme among the destination service providers profiled in this issue is the recognition that having a single point of
contact at the DSP is both desirable and essential. The Belgian
company Transworld International (www.transworld.be),
founded more than 45 years ago, is no exception. Transworld, a
family-owned business throughout its history, offers individuals, companies, embassies, associations and organizations a
broad range of departure and destination services at a personal
level. Both outgoing and incoming clients, for example, will
find knowledgeable assistance whether they’re selling a home in
Brussels or trying to find one.
Transworld has in-house staff who know their way around
the local bureaucracies, such as how to get the utilities turned
on at the new residence or what needs to be done to secure a
work permit, visa and professional card. Its services, says CEO
Fanny Sterckx, “are tailored to minimize the stress, to foster the
smoothest transition for the assignee and his or her family and to
save time and money for the assignee and his employer. We can
offer the ideal formula for each relocation, thereby taking the
burdens of relocating off the shoulders of both the assignee and
his or her HR or mobility manager. We make sure the assignee
can focus on what really matters.”
The mindset of any successful DSP is critical. “Where
moving services concern the material aspect of relocation,
destination services focus even more on the personal side of the
relocation, as such requiring an in-depth personalized approach,”
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Sterckx explains. She adds that relocation is truly customercentric, and necessitates innovation, new ideas, and constantly
evolving methods and services to give customers what they really need, from spousal support to handyman services.
“It is by carefully listening to the needs of our customers
and our dedication to find the best and most economical way to
fulfill these needs, that we decided to also offer destination services,” she says. “Relocation and moving services help to ease
the transition and are especially effective when used together.
Our customers appreciate our single-contact policy, which allows quicker and more flexible reaction by a professional who
knows all the details and needs of the customer’s relocation.
Direct and personal communication are essential to make the
relocation a success.”
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Perfecting the Move:
How Enhanced Relocations Can Help Win the Talent War
By Matt Bradford

T

he call of Western Canada and its various professional sectors can be alluring, but as employers know all too well,
it takes more than the promise of good pay and solid work to
attract talent to the West.
Indeed, with industries across Canada vying for skilled labour, it falls on Western Canada’s recruiters to make the prospect
of an overseas move as appealing and stress-free as possible.
With this in mind, many are leveraging the assurance of personal
and comprehensive relocations to help seal the deal.
“There’s no question that a good relocation package plays
an important factor in recruitment,” says Martin Robillard,
director of relocation services with the Alberta-based Highstar
Relocation (www.hsrelogroup.com), a division of Starline
Overseas Moving. “We’ve often seen situations where one
employer won’t offer enhanced relocation support, and the candidate will take a job with a competitor because they will. And
even when candidates are offered a relocation package valued
at $10,000, for example, oftentimes they will prefer to take support worth that same amount rather than be left to do everything
themselves and assume the associated risks.”
There’s no doubt that demonstrating extra care when
moving employees from point A to point B can be an effective
incentive. The key, however, is to ensure that the nuts and bolts
of each relocation are tailored to the employee’s specific needs
and wants. This is especially true for moves to remote locations,
where resources may be limited and destination services more
scarce.
“Providing specialized support is a big thing,” says Robin
Sherwood, senior relocation specialist with Highstar. “It enables
employees to really hit the ground running when they get on
site. Because let’s face it: There’s a lot less stress in a move—
especially when someone is tackling it on their own. A good
relocation plan assumes that stress for them so they can do what
they’re good at without dealing with all the questions they might
not have answers for.”

That enhanced level of support can take many forms. It can
include helping employees sell their homes, move household
goods, or find a new place to live in tight remote markets; or
it may encompass more ground-level tasks such as helping an
employee obtain a new driver’s license, open a bank account,
find a local doctor, or otherwise assist the employee and his or
her family settle in to their new lives.
As Sherwood says, it also helps to make the process
personal. That means working closely with clients and employees throughout the transition so nothing is left to chance and
everyone is in the loop. “We have to understand that people are
uprooting their entire lives, not to mention their entire family’s lives. There are a lot of implications that come along with
that, so we try to keep things as personal as possible by keeping
a majority of our services in-house, and making sure it’s our
employees who are working with them every step of the way.
It’s important to make it as personal to employees as possible,
because that’s exactly what it is.”
Technologies like custom mobile apps, tracking programs,
and online client databases can also provide an extra level of
relocation comfort. Tools like HighStar’s RedSky system, for
example, equips relocating employees with the means to track
virtually every detail of their relocation, and access vital documents with the flick of a finger. But while innovations such as
these are advancing the relocation industry, Robillard insists it’s
important to regard technology as a means to a more personal
end, noting, “We see technology as a resource for us to manage
the relocation, and not necessarily the culture of the relocation.”
Without question, Western Canada is rife with opportunity.
The challenge is getting today’s talent to buy in. And while
progressive relocation support is but one tool at a recruiter’s
disposal, it can go a long way toward moving talent in the right
direction.
Matt Bradford is a writer based in Canada.
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Joining the Global Mobility Revolution
By Anne Van Gils, Marketing Manager, Gosselin Group

O

nce upon a time, corporate relocations were very basic.
Employees could simply be deposited in a new country
without any sort of introduction to the place beforehand, without
any assistance adjusting or settling in, and without any support
for spouses and children. Nonetheless, corporate assignees were
expected to succeed.
“Such a thing would be practically unthinkable today,”
says Chantal Pas, relocation manager at Gosselin Mobility
(www.gosselingroup.eu), headquartered in Belgium.
And she should know. She and her team have been in the
Global Mobility business for over 50 years, so they’ve been
there to witness first-hand a revolution in thinking.
“Actually, we’ve done more than witness the revolution,”
says Pas. “We’ve been a part of it. We’ve helped to design and
implement corporate relocation programs that assignees of the
past would envy.”
These days, approaching a global mobility company to take
charge of a corporate assignment means that absolutely everything you can imagine can be taken care of. Over and above
moving furniture, clients can ask for help with area orientation
programs, finding new homes and schools, visa and immigration
assistance, connecting utilities, partner/spouse support, language
training, warehousing and storage, expense and tenancy management services, coordination of rental furniture … the list is endless. And then it’s all done in reverse, when it’s time to go back
home.
It goes without saying that employees who are better
informed and prepared for their relocation are more likely to succeed upon arrival. Likewise, settling-in services are absolutely
vital in helping the employees and their families navigate and
adjust to their new environment.
“Our programs at Gosselin Mobility are flexible and tailormade, providing for diverse and comprehensive needs,” Pas
explains. “We take absolutely everybody into consideration:
the employee who is relocating, their family and the company
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Even the dog gets VIP treatment when the family is moving to a
new home.

sponsoring the relocation.” And with 48 offices in 32 countries
worldwide, the company really has seen it all, she adds. Our
ability to offer flexible, efficient and, above all, personal service,
as well as providing the assignee a multilingual single point of
contact, ensures that we can handle even the trickiest of international relocations.
The goal: To provide a flexible, supportive and personal
service to all those involved, from the moment the assignment is
accepted, to the moment the assignee returns home again.
Such programs are worlds away from corporate relocations
of old. And although research is still ongoing with regard to the
success rates of assignees relocating underneath such far-sighted
programs, versus the success rates of assignees relocating underneath the more spartan programs of the past, one can easily
imagine the answer.
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When Serving Clients, Nothing Is Impossible
By Woody Zobel

E

xpress-Transport-Shipping-Agency, GmbH
(E.T.S.A.; www.etsa-euromovers.de) was founded in 1983
as a commercial household goods port and general agent. Its
founders’ excellent reputation—previously established in the
U.S. military business—and working with an already existing
local agency network of 30 local movers throughout Germany
made getting started a little easier. What was initially a one-man/
one-woman show quickly grew to a full-time crew of seven
people, most of them with prior experience in the logistics of
U.S. military shipments.
From handling the shipment logistics during weekdays and
writing invoices on weekends, thank goodness we soon progressed to regular 10-hours workdays with half days on Saturday. For the owner, the vacation was always at what is still our
favorite annual conference, the IAM (then HHGFAA) annual
meeting.
Starting off small and at our own pace gave us the advantage of really paying attention to individual customers’ needs.
Our services, through our network, were not limited to merely
arranging for origin/destination services. There always was, and
still is, that personal touch. We have always been there to help,
whether through assistance in dealing with authorities, housing
searches or setting up the shipping of horses by air from Germany to Texas. Nothing is impossible. We’ve handled high-value
courier shipments, such as one lady’s extremely expensive
jewelry, and dealt with tricky circumstances, such as the time we
discovered that the elevator to a penthouse in Manhattan was too
small and we had to get special permission to stow bulky furniture on top of the elevator in order to reach the top floor. To this
day we are still focused on the customer’s needs, even if they are
not directly connected with the logistics of the shipment itself.
Over the years we have moved household goods for top
managers, princesses, and poets, but also for emigrants, some

“The good and attentive mover
has always assisted the customer
in matters above and beyond the
management of a normal shipment.”
—Woody Zobel, E.T.S.A.

of whom brought home a lot less than they left with. Emigrating always involves personal risks, which is why those who had
suffered losses often needed someone to listen to their personal
tragedy if and when they returned.
Although the offerings of relocation companies encompass
services beyond anything the movers could possibly provide, the
good and attentive mover has always assisted the customer in
matters above and beyond the management of a normal shipment. If we couldn’t do it ourselves, we knew who could and
made it a part of our service.
Over the years, in addition to growing in the commercial/national account market, E.T.S.A. has evolved into a leading mover
of U.S. military household goods, and service provider for U.S.
Department of State and shipments throughout most of Europe
and the former Eastern Bloc countries.
One of the most important things we must do when dealing
with people is to listen to them. We still listen to our customers
because it is part of our nature. It helps us to understand their
needs and provide a better and more comprehensive service.
This has been E.T.S.A.’s motto for more than 30 years and will
continue, along with our high-quality service, to be our guideline
in dealing with our customers in the future.
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Relocation & Destination Services: Some Nuts and Bolts
By Janine Barnes, Relocation Services Director, Asia for Santa Fe Group

M

obility is a critical enabler for organizations with a global
footprint. Any company that wants to enhance its global
advantage and retain key talent needs to have a robust mobility
policy and framework in place. Companies spend millions each
year on branding and marketing to position themselves as employers of choice and appeal to the younger generation. Many of
them use mobility as a key attractor in their recruitment drives,
particularly when focusing on university graduates. Moving
overseas for one’s job is no longer a privilege reserved for senior
experienced staff; many organizations have programs aimed specifically at younger employees looking to develop their career,
and such programs can be an attractive proposition, particularly
for those who are enthusiastic, mobile and keen to develop their
career on a faster track.
For a company to send an employee overseas, it’s not quite
as simple as buying a plane ticket and packing up personal
effects. In fact, for an organization looking to mobilize its key
talent the reality can be quite daunting and complex.
Pre-assignment (selection and planning stage)
For human resources (HR) professionals, one of the key elements of a successful overseas assignment is selecting the right

candidate. In this process many factors need to be considered.
It comes down to more than just experience and qualifications;
below are just a few of the considerations:
• Can the candidate adapt to the new culture and does he/she
have the expertise to meet the requirements of the role?
• What passport does the candidate hold? Are there any potential immigration restrictions?
• If the candidate is in a nontraditional relationship (same sex,
de facto, etc.), will the relationship be recognized in the host
country for immigration purposes?
• What nationality is the candidate, and is he/she subject to
worldwide tax?
• Are there any currency restrictions, pension plans or other
factors that need to be considered?
Once those questions are answered and someone is identified for an overseas posting, a lot of internal work must be done
prior to the relocation. HR needs to consider multiple factors:
• Immigration applications and processing times
• Compliance and governance issues
• Cost estimates
• Hypothetical tax calculations, worldwide taxation considerations
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and Destination
Destination Services
Services
Complete
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Currency fluctuations and restrictions
Split payrolls, compensation packages
Superannuation, pension plans, certificates of coverage (e.g.,
whether there is a totalization agreement in place between
the home and host country)
Expat international health cover
Assignment management, expense management and employee reimbursements
Long-term career planning, succession planning

So what next?
When people think of moving overseas, generally the first thing
they think of is the physical packing and loading of their possessions. But once the house is packed, pets are collected by the
specialist transport company, the children taken into account
to ensure they are entertained on the flight and the family is on
their way to the airport, bound for a new adventure in a new and
unexplored location—what happens next? The reality is that the
relocation has only just begun, and more elements of the move
need to be addressed.
Relocation service specialists
The days when a service provider was utilized only for the
household goods move are long gone. In a global economy that
is becoming increasingly connected, corporate clients from all
industries now expect their providers to be able to give effective advice and counsel. The only way to provide a high-quality
service is to be able to mobilize talent quickly and seamlessly.
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Utilizing the services of a professional relocation services specialist ensures that no key milestones are missed.
Put yourself in an assignee’s shoes. Following are some of
considerations that you may require assistance with when relocating.
Visa and immigration
Depending on where you are moving to, and what passport you
hold, the immigration process can either be a simple process of
completing a few forms, or a very complex undertaking that can
take months to complete. Starting the process as early as possible is always recommended to allow for any potential hurdles. In
some countries the immigration law is still open to interpretation
and it’s not always as clear cut as you would hope. You may potentially be required to supply additional information that is not
generally part of the standard process. Many countries require
the visa process to be complete before you can take delivery of
your shipment, so it’s important to ensure that all required legal
processes and paperwork are in place well before the shipment is
due. It is also common nowadays for immigration to enforce certain language capabilities, training expectations (to upskill local
staff) and expat-to-local staff ratios. Moreover, in many countries the immigration process continues upon arrival, with formal
registration and even medical checks to be finalized before the
employee and his or her family can legally remain in the country.
The help of a specialist who understands the requirements and
keeps up-to-date with the constantly changing laws and regulations is invaluable.
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Temporary accommodation
This may sound simple but it can cause some of the worst stress
for families when they first arrive at the host location. We all
know someone who has arrived at a hotel or apartment and
found something that looks significantly different to what the
photos showed on the website!
Serviced apartments are a popular choice, particularly for
families, and tend to be widely available in most locations. However the cost can be significant and the quality at times is not
commensurate with the cost. Particularly in Asia, a signed lease
agreement is often required even for a short stay, so it’s good to
have someone on the ground at the location to help with these
logistics, so that you can ensure that you are staying in a reputable, clean property in a safe neighborhood and that the correct
paperwork is in place prior to your arrival.
Orientation and settling in
Moving to a new and unknown city is simultaneously exciting
and daunting. Where do you buy the staple foods you require?
What’s the emergency phone number? Where are the local
pharmacist, hospital, doctor, dentist? Even finding a hairdresser
can become a stressful experience when you are finding your
way around a new city. An orientation and/or settling in program
where you have a local consultant who will work with you to
learn the ins and outs of the city and can assist you with all of
your questions and concerns, and can be an invaluable introduction to your life in your new city.

Security/health briefing
If the host country is a high-risk location due to political instability, health risk factors (pollution, disease) or weather considerations (cyclones, typhoons, flooding), then ensuring that the
employee and family receives a security/health briefing upon
arrival is important to make sure they understand the steps to be
taken in case of any incidents.
Home search
Arguably the most important factor in relocation is finding a
new home. Today’s technology allows us to do a lot of research
before moving, but in reality, until you can physically inspect
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properties and walk around neighborhoods it’s impossible to
be 100 percent sure where you want to live. Everyone from the
man in the cafe at the airport to work colleagues, even the local
baker, will have an opinion on where you should live. Working
with a specialist who knows the local real estate market, and the
benefits and pitfalls of each suburb, housing estate or apartment
building, will be very worthwhile. A local specialist can also
offer advice on disreputable landlords who should be avoided at
all costs. Every country has different tenancy laws, and unfortunately many still do not have government-mandated lease agreements, so an expert opinion is invaluable to ensure you are not
signing something that can have negative consequences down
the line.
Tenancy management
Trying to organize repairs, pay rent and negotiate lease renewals and finally having your security deposit returned at the end
of a tenancy can be a nightmare, especially if you are living
and working in a market where you are not familiar with the
language, customs or the real estate law. Many families become
frustrated during this process, and the lack of knowledge and
experience can be costly. Having tenancy management service
support throughout the duration of the lease ensures a smooth
and hassle-free experience and, most important, ensures that
your rights are protected.
Education search
For families with school-age children, education is a top priority.
FLIPPERS MEDIA FIDI JULIO.pdf 1 7/24/2013 12:49:34 PM
Just as finding a home can be challenging and frustrating, school

Leave everything
in our hands!

decisions can be a minefield: Different curriculums, cultures
and semesters are just the start. Finding a suitable school for the
children can make or break an international assignment. There
are often long waiting lists for the most popular schools and
understanding the difference between various teaching curriculums can be very confusing. International schools can be very
expensive and the application process itself can be lengthy and
complex. This can equate to a very stressed-out family, especially if they don’t know what to expect. A professional schooling consultant can guide them through the process and is highly
advisable whenever children are involved.
Cross-culture training
Being able to adapt to a new culture and receiving support and
career planning is key to the overall success of an assignment.
You really do get only one chance to make a good first impression, and this is especially true when relocating to a country with
a culture that differs from your own. Understanding those differences is critical and utilizing the service of intercultural training
specialists is highly recommended.
Language training
It always helps to know at least a little of the local language.
Just being able to order at a restaurant, give instructions to a
taxi driver and greet people goes a long way and the locals
generally appreciate that you are making an effort. Business
language training is also incredibly important. Moreover, some
immigration authorities have language capability expectations.
It’s recommended that the whole family take at least a beginners
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course; it’s a great bonding exercise as they try to learn together
and potentially meet other new arrivals who are in the same
predicament.
Spousal support
Many families now are dual-career couples. When your spouse
or partner must give up his or her own career to follow you overseas so you can develop yours, it can be a sacrifice. Thankfully
there are some great programs in place to help spouses find employment (if immigration permits), volunteer work or continuing
education. The programs are also a great way for them to meet
new friends and build their own network in the host location.
The bottom line
Relocating overseas is a complex process with many factors to
be considered. A successful relocation is a joint effort between
the relocating employee, their family, employer and relocation
services specialists. With the right support the transition can be
smooth and the overall experience can be positive, with a greater
chance of success.
Destination services specialists should work as an extended
arm of the human resources department and be a true partner
when it comes to providing support for all the practical elements
of moving to a new country and settling in. These professional
experts provide employees with the emotional reassurance and
assistance from the initial relocation through the duration of the
assignment.
Website: www.SantaFeRelo.com
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World Mobility Perspectives: 2015 Global Mobility Trends

E

ach year, Crown World Mobility (www.crownworldmobility.com) produces an analysis of how larger world events
affect global mobility.
In the first of CWM’s Perspectives series for 2015, the
company has identified 10 trends that represent the evolution of
larger shifts that have been emerging for some time.

1

Split families. In the past, when an employee accepted an
international assignment while his or her family remained in
the home location, it was almost always due to the assignment
location being inhospitable for families. Today, however, families may choose to be separated during an assignment because of
family circumstances. The split-family approach evolved primarily to support assignments in Asia, where it is more common to
favor family stability over mobility, but it is increasingly being
applied globally as well as an option for domestic relocation.

2

Global domestic policy. A substantial part of intra-country
relocation addresses country-specific elements, primarily
home sale and tax assistance. Few companies coordinate their
approach to domestic relocation, given the global team structure
required to make this approach effective.
The aim of centralizing an international assignment program
is to establish greater equity and consistency of employee experience, and address the need for tax and immigration compliance
and managing overall cost through global supplier relationships.
Uneven mobility volume can lead to managers and HR professionals in certain locations managing employee mobility despite
limited experience or understanding of mobility policies or assignee and family needs.

3

Managed lump sums. A managed lump sum to cover
relocation costs provides the flexibility employees crave by
providing a fixed amount that employees can use as they choose
for non-compulsory elements. The amount is calculated based on
the employee’s home and host locations, family size, employee
salary or assignment/relocation purpose. The results so far have
been positive for both employees and companies, which benefit
from reduced labor-intensive cost reimbursement processes and
relocation costs.

4

Linking Diversity & Inclusion to mobility strategies
Global Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) is about recruiting and
retaining talent, including different voices and perspectives (e.g.,
gender, religion, skills, experience, sexual orientation, culture).
Companies with strong D&I strategies want to ensure that their
efforts at recruiting and retaining diverse talent are embedded
within mobility.
Companies that are just beginning to integrate D&I goals
into their mobility program need to collect relevant assignee
data. (For example: number of assignments initiated each year,
demographic characteristics of assignees). The next step might
be assessing policies and augmenting them to better support key
diversity populations.

5

Female assignees. The percentage of female assignees has
hovered at a high of 20 percent during the past two decades,
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while the percentage of females in professional, managerial and
leadership positions has grown to 51.5 percent. However, female
employees may not even be offered assignments due to assumptions or unconscious bias on the part of the sending manager
vis-à-vis family concerns, marital status and dual careers.
Some companies now are interviewing women who have
turned down assignments in order to identify the addressable
issues and are developing policies that support them.

6

Consecutive assignments. Most companies’ long-term assignment policies are designed to support the assumption of
repatriation of assignees and their families to their home country
after two or three years. Today, as global companies evolve and
their mobile population becomes less reliant on returning to a
home location, approaches to family support, compensation and
long-term benefits will need to evolve as well.

7

Tiered policies. Rather than assuming that all assignments
are the same and require the same support, companies are
looking at ways to address unique characteristics and needs that
are often based on assignment objectives duration and postassignment expectations. Under tiered policies, for example,
early career assignees may not use many of the benefits provided
in standard policies, such as dependent education assistance, or
have much furniture to move, but they do value their own education and support in acquiring furniture in the host location.

8

Assignee preference for low-touch messages. Millennials,
the majority population in the workforce, tend to be comfortable with technology and prefer low-touch messages. Voicemail
is now regarded as inefficient and obsolete; there is more use of
company intranet and texting. For Gen X and older team members, this requires learning new ways of connecting and communicating with assignees.

9

Centralizing Mobility Programs 2.0. Increasingly, middlesized geographically global companies are moving toward
a more central approach to their HR strategies. Decentralized
mobility programs have challenges with collecting data related
to assignees, and compliance, employee security and mitigating
risk for the company is too big an issue to be addressed a local
level.

10

Assignments into and within Africa. Africa is increasingly where international assignees are headed due to the
skill shortages in local populations, a desire for corporate-culture
assurance and the specialized talent needed to start up, acquire
or integrate a business unit. Many countries in Africa require
global companies to hire and train local nationals as part of the
exchange for extending visas for foreign nationals.
The complexity of supporting international assignments
into and within this business-critical region will require creative
solutions, subject matter expertise and information sharing to a
greater extent in 2015.
This article is adapted from a report by Lisa Johnson of Crown
World Mobility’s Consulting Group.
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Meet Your IAM-YP Management Board Members
Catherina Stier
IAM-YP Chair
Current YP-Chair Catherina Stier lived
and worked in Spain for more than eight
years before
starting a
new project
in February
2015 for MS
Partnership 2000
in Rome.
“There is a
moment in
life where you
either stay or
change,” she
says. As standing still has never been an
option for this daughter of a German and
Chilean, decisions had to be made and
actions taken. “Italy is not too dissimilar to Spain and still close to Germany,
where my family live,” she explains.
Thanks to the great experience she
gained working for a family business in
Barcelona, it made sense to apply what
she had learned there in Italy. “I would
like to take this chance to thank my previous employers Inter S&R, for the trust
given during my eight years with them
and for helping me to become who I am
today”
MS Partnership 2000, a specialist in
overseas moving with a focus on quality
and service, offered her the opportunity
to assume responsibility for all of the
company’s international business development. MS Partnership 2000 handles all
consignments and operates its own fleet
of trucks and facilities, employing highly
qualified staff to guarantee quality service
on a national and international level.
Stier has regularly attended moving
industry conferences around the world
and over the years she has established
and developed contacts with many removal companies.
IAM: Moving Forward Together

“I have always loved to learn about
other cultures and countries,” she says.
“This industry offers me the possibility of staying somehow close to the
whole world. We are so lucky to have
colleagues and friends in every single
corner. I have moved several times from
one country to another, and understand
what goes on with a client when they
trust you with all of their belongings. It
can be a nerve-wracking experience, so
being part of this process and having a
thankful client at the end of his adventure
is extremely fulfilling.”
Through the IAM-YP Management Board, Stier’s goal is to forge
links among the members that continue
throughout the year, as well as find a way
to combine business and fun.
“I have been a member of the IAMYP since my first IAM annual meeting
in 2008,” she recalls. “When you attend
a convention for the first time, it can be
very intimidating. But this group welcomes you, so the first steps become a

THE FIRST
CHOICE
 FULL DESTINATION SERVICES
THROUGHOUT FRANCE

lot easier. I want to give back to new YPs
what I was lucky enough to have when I
started out, and also to be part of a growing team that is working together to make
being a YP a great experience in our
careers. After all, we are the next generation, and IAM-YP offers us a platform to
help each other, to set goals for the future
and to learn from other IAM leaders.
We bring a fresh approach, with lots of
motivation and energy.”
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Maria Andrea Rodriguez
IAM-YP Vice Chair
Maria Andrea Rodriguez currently represents the second generation at ABC Cargo Logistic
S.A.S, a Colombian company
founded 28 years ago. She graduated as an industrial and systems
engineer and then decided to move
back to Colombia and apply her
knowledge at the family business.
During her tenure at ABC Rodriguez has gone through a learning process, working in different
areas of the company such as customer service, sales, freight
forwarding, moving and relocation. She currently is president of
the company.
A native Spanish speaker who is fluent in English, she acts
as a translator in different work-related environments, allowing
her to advance in her career by learning during her translation
experiences.
Her studies abroad have been a strong driver that she has
come to utilize in her daily work. Her experiences while living in
the United States and China have been a key factor in the launch
of ABC’s most current line of service: relocation. Furthermore,
she obtained her GMS-T certification with the Worldwide ERC
association.
“I have had the opportunity to travel around the world to
attend different conventions for relocation, moving and freight
GLS KOREA 10TH ANNIVERSARY
Since Apr. 20th 2004, We have served our customers with top safety

WELCOME TO RELIABLE PARTNER IN

AISA

forwarding,” says Maria, “giving me the chance to meet people
all over the world who have become not only my allies but also
some of my close friends.
“The challenges I face test my knowledge every step of the
way,” she adds, “and generate the perfect mix of human ability
and knowledge. Groups like ours are a must in any industry. We
all need to gain experiences somewhere, and what better way
to start than in a safe environment where doubts, challenges,
innovative ideas, failure and success are shared among the group
without the fear of being judged since we can all relate either
because we have been through that, we know someone that has
or we are living the same situation.”
Daniel Rodrigues
Representative: Central, South America & The Caribbean
Daniel Rodrigues, who was born in a small city in Brazil,
moved to Rio de Janeiro when he was 16 and a few months later
joined Atlantis International as
an office boy. Soon he began to learn
more about the business, and what
was important not only to customers
but also to the company.
New opportunities arose and
Rodrigues was promoted to positions
of increasing responsibility: supervisor, coordinator, assistant, business
development, manager and general
manager. In 2012 he became a partner in the company.
Now, with 17 years of experience under his belt, Rodrigues
says, “I am sure I know very well what helps me to better identify what my agents, customers and employees need.” During its
21-year history, Atlantis has become one of the biggest companies in Brazil.
“Our focus is on quality and compromise with customers,”
he adds. “Atlantis has been developing a strategy to professionalize our business more and more by taking part in associations,
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investing in systems, empowering our employees, and building a
new and larger warehouse—all have contributed to our growth.
In response to a changing market, Atlantis offers more than
international moving and packing services. We offer solutions to
make a complex process as easy as possible.”
Working in this industry has allowed Rodrigues to learn
about and understand different cultures and customs all over the
world, and has been the foundation of many great friendships.
It is his goal as a member of the IAM-YP Management Board,
he explains, “to increase the opportunities for young people in
our association. Times change. Young people are now leading
companies with new enthusiasm and energy. So it’s time to take
advantage of this and share the responsibilities and benefits with
everyone.
“In groups like IAM-YP, young professionals have the opportunity to discuss new ideas that will make a difference with
people who are at the IAM meeting with exactly the same reason
in mind. As part of a group, their message and ideas are clearer,
and easier to express.”

Become a part of this dynamic organization and help
it grow! To learn more about
us, visit www.iam-yp.org
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Elad Gur-Arie
Representative: Middle East & Near Asia
Elad Gur-Arie, Israeli born and
raised, joined a moving company
in Israel 11 years ago, following his
mandatory army service. He began as
a customer service representative and
is now a licensed freight forwarder
and licensed customs broker. Today
he is household goods division manager at Transclal Fine Arts Ltd.
“I love and live the international
moving industry,” he says, “and
enjoy mostly handling a shipment
to a new destination that I’ve never
served before. Looking up new agents, building new connections, learning new customs regulations—all that is just part of
an endless learning process the industry provides. Working for
the forwarding industry in general, and the moving industry in
particular, is a free university. You learn a bit of everything as
you pack, load, ship, clear and deliver.”
Gur-Arie feels that being a member of the IAM-YP Management Board serves an important purpose: When colleagues
who seek a channel to express their opinions and want to make
sure it reaches the right person, he is a means to do that.
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He is grateful to industry veterans who have taught him and
served as role models. “Remember,” he says, “we never look
down, as our colleagues are standing next to us, not below us.
“The importance of groups such as IAM-YP is to show
‘youngsters’ that our industry is not only a phase between jobs.
There’s much more beyond the desk, computer and rate requests.
Working in our industry is a Bill of Lading to a nice destination—a place with friends and colleagues worldwide, to share
not only your work but your friendship as well. We might be a
big industry, but we are also a big family!”
Ben Scheiner
Representative: Europe
Ben Scheiner has worked for a number of removal companies
since his first experience in the moving industry in 1998. Over
the years he has gained vast experience in all aspects of the
business and still proudly helps crews load clients’ containers
when necessary. He has managed global relocations for all kinds
of clients, from professional football
players, to musicians, to Diplomats
and Senior Directors of large bluechip organizations around the world.
In 2006, he realized his ambition of starting his own UK-based
company, Global Relocations
Ltd., and has never looked back. The
company forged strong links with
known overseas agents to provide
reliable origin and destination services as well as flexible and prompt
surveys at short notice. The company
has grown year after year and thanks to lots of hard work and
dedication, continues to provide a reliable service with a focus
on quality and customer satisfaction.
Scheiner has attended most IAM events since 2006. He was
also a member of the European team that won the YP football
(soccer) tournament in Vancouver (2012), as well as the following year.

IAM: Moving Forward Together

The particular appeal of working in the moving industry,
he says, is the way a company’s success grows after each job
done well. “My favorite aspect,” he says, “has to be the many
referrals we receive from our client base. Building a company
from ground zero is a challenging but inspiring process, and the
privilege of having clients approach us to move their worldly
possessions is very rewarding.
“I hope to get a sense of fulfillment in helping improve the
experience for YPs and to personally contribute to growing the
size and developing the vision of the group. Groups such as
IAM-YP are of paramount importance. We are the future of this
industry, and it needs talented and ambitious people to come
through the ranks and help the group meet the challenges of the
future.”
Joshua Prior
Representative: Africa
Joshua Prior is the sales and marketing executive at Worldwide Movers Kenya, where he has been employed for the
past four years. He has been involved with the family-owned
business since he was 18. He currently is completing his university studies in business administration, but still finds time to
serve his community.
Prior is active in efforts to support
children’s homes near Nairobi, and
is a recipient of the Kenya Presidential Gold Award. Through the Duke
of Edinburgh’s International Award
Association, Prior acquired positive
life skills to make a difference in his
community, country and the world.
Fluent in English and Kiswahili,
Prior is a part of his company’s consistent growth strategies over the past
17 years. Today the company has
operations in 15 African countries
and its services include international relocations by air and sea,
local and office moving, packing and crating, household storage,
customs clearance, orientation for new arrivals and overseas pet
moves.
In his role at Worldwide Movers Kenya, Prior regularly
conducts pre-move surveys and sales meetings. “Meeting people
from different backgrounds and cultures,” he says, “whether
diplomats or individuals, is a favorite part of my job. I also enjoy
the moment when clients are stress-free and realize they will
receive a first-class moving experience from us.”
As an IAM-YP Management Board member, says Prior, “I
hope to learn more about the IAM, and how it works to bring together moving companies from all over the world. Being on the
board will definitely increase my knowledge and scope, which
will allow me to pass on that information to those just joining the
YP program or among colleagues in the office.
“Young professional groups such as the IAM-YP keep us in
touch with each other, and enable us to relate to different things.
If we need help or advice there will always be someone we can
go to for help from the YP group.”
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Sheena Kiser
Representative: North America
Sheena Kiser was introduced to the moving industry as a senior
in high school, when she worked part time as a documentation clerk. “I quickly developed a passion for the industry and
decided to study international business in college,” she says. Now she
is the director of pricing and business development at Sea Express
America Corporation (dba SEA
Corp.).
“My primary role at SEA Corp. is
working with our clients to find the
best service available based on their
needs, and negotiating pricing with
our carriers,” she explains. “As an
NVOCC, our company is committed to delivering personalized customer service and providing
win-win solutions for our partners. We have a strong sense of
urgency, integrity and simplicity. Our mission is to build longterm, mutually profitable partnerships by exceeding expectations, and creating an environment of excellence.
“My favorite aspect of the logistics industry is the everchanging environment. New regulations and laws are introduced
each year across the world, sanctions are imposed, and new
trade agreements are signed. As logistics professionals, we must
quickly adapt, familiarize ourselves with new information, and
share knowledge across our network. Working on the NVO side
of the industry, I have the opportunity to interact with a vast
group of people involved in the supply chain. I enjoy working
with shippers, forwarders, and agents, negotiating pricing with
our carriers based on the need for each individual shipment,
and matching that need with the best service available. Moving
household goods, autos, or diplomatic cargo, it seems that no
two shipments are the same. Each shipment is unique; I learn
something new every day, and I like this industry because it
keeps me on my toes.
“While serving on the IAM-YP Management Board,” Kiser
adds, “I hope to build strong relationships and gain experience

by communicating and networking with IAM members from
all different countries. As a board member serving the North
American Region, I have the privilege to promote the opportunities, and address the needs and challenges within our region. Our
group is important, because we are the future of the moving and
logistics industry. We will carry on the legacy of our Association,
and the decisions we make within our group now will help mold
and shape the future of IAM.”
Julia Paiva
Representative: Oceania
Julia Paiva, a transportation specialist/customer service employee of Aloha International Moving Services, Inc.,
has been with the company since 1996. Aloha International
was started by a team of professionals with more than 25 years of
experience in the industry. Since its
founding, its menu of services has
expanded to include local moves,
inter-island, mainland, international,
office moves, industrial relocations,
hotel installations, short- and longterm warehousing and distribution,
and estate services.
For Paiva, the moving business is as
broad ranging as its customers. “My
favorite aspect,” she explains, “is
coming up with solutions for some of the challenges that we are
faced with year after year. It helps to keep ‘work’ exciting.
“As an IAM-YP board member,” she adds, “I hope to gain
knowledge on some of the challenges that other states and
countries are dealing with. I’d like to exchange ideas on how to
help improve our companies’ growth. Young professionals are
very important to the future of the moving industry. They may
not bring the years of experience to a company, but they do bring
energy, education and knowledge of technology that others in the
company may not have. They also can bring a fresh perspective
to their company.”
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room to expand on that, especially as more and more young
professionals are finding themselves in leadership roles in their
respective companies.”

Brian Goldstein
Representative: Eastern & Southeast Asia
Brian Goldstein is the managing director of Far East Operations
for The Pasha Group, focusing on operations in mainland Japan and Okinawa, as well as Korea.
He was previously general manager,
operations of Phoenix Transport, a
Yokohama-based company he joined
in 2006 as a move management
coordinator. When Phoenix Transport
became part of The Pasha Group in
2010, Goldstein was by then manager of move management coordinators. He played a pivotal role in the
transition and he was promoted to
general manager, operations. At 28,
he became the youngest general manager in Phoenix’s 27-year
history.
Goldstein has attended every IAM annual meeting since
his first in Hawaii in 2008, and became involved with IAM-YP
activities the following year. He served as chair of the IAM-YP
group from 2012 to 2014. His experiences in the industry have
been enriching and rewarding. “The opportunity to interact with
people from such varied backgrounds in certainly my favorite
aspect of the industry,” he says. “This includes the great people
in the industry that I have had the pleasure of meeting and working with as well as the customers who come from all walks of
life.
“I have personally been involved with the IAM-YP Management Board for a number of years now and have been lucky that
my time has coincided with a period of very good growth for the
group. For me, serving as the board’s Eastern & Southeast Asia
representative is therefore a chance to stay active in the group
and hopefully continue to contribute to its growth and improvement.
“Groups like IAM-YP have the potential to be very important. They have always been a great way for younger professionals to interact and learn to network, but there is tremendous

Francesco Argiro
Member-at-Large
Francesco Argirò, born and raised in Italy, is the president of
BLISS Corporation Group.
In 2001 Argirò started at a very young age to work at an
international household goods and freight forwarding company
that specialized in moving. The experiences he gained in that job helped
him to build his self-confidence and
to quickly develop his managerial
skills.
Always focused on quality
management and business development, in 2008 Argirò launched his
first company, BLISS Moving &
Logistics, with the ambition of creating a unique brand for customers so
that they could identify excellence
in moving services. Although his companies are relatively
young, he soon earned a reputation within several leading international associations. His personal determination and motivation
have always led him into new challenges and continuous professional improvements, in many different fields.
“I consider myself as a very lucky person,” he says, “as I
have grown up with a great human example who led me in this
wonderful world: my father, Giuliano. I loved this job from the
very first day I started, because there is a lot to learn and I am
just very curious. I like to ask questions, to learn new things,
to get to know people, new cultures and new places. I read a
lot about worldwide cultures and I love to help people to grow
and achieve their personal targets, both in business and in life. I
have found many of these aspects in the moving and relocation
industry.”
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Argirò joined IAM-YP in 2009 and previously served the
group as regional representative for Europe. “I feel very proud to
have joined the IAM-YP Management Board,” he says. “This is
a dynamic group of young highly specialized professionals and
great individuals. I am sure that I can learn a lot from all of them
as well as help other young professionals to get to know this
industry better. I believe young professionals are the future. They
represent the continuation of the excellence and the great work
of the pioneers of the industry. A young professional with ambition and potential can become a great asset for our Association.
It is our mission to discover such individuals and let them know
how important they are. We also want to help them reinforce the
fundamentals, enabling them to grow within the industry and the
Association.”
Argirò also serves on the Board of Directors of IPATA
(International Pet and Animal Transportation Association) as
regional director for Europe.
Angels Gallardo
Member-at-Large
Inter S&R Spain was founded by Angels Gallardo’s mother
27 years ago in Barcelona. Although she was raised hearing
about containers and ocean freight
and difficult custom clearances, she
didn’t join the family company until
2004. In fact, she holds a degree in
journalism and worked as a journalist
specializing in culture and politics
for about five years. “I began to help
out in the office occasionally,” she
recalls, “and without noticing I had
become an active part of the company. I always wanted to deal only with
the international business of Inter
S&R and refused to get involved in
the administration of the business.”

Even before joining the company in 2004, Gallardo began
attending the IAM convention. She went to her first such gathering when she was 21 and ever since then never stopped enjoying
the international side of the business. “With time, and getting to
know the company and the industry,” she explains, “I realized
that I did want to take care of Inter S&R and all that is related
to it. Our company has grown in a very healthy and speedy way
despite the difficulties of a very tough market, as Spain is today.
Economic and other issues challenge our goals and routines every day but we all enjoy trying to make the best out of our team
and resources.
“My family was already in the industry when I grew up and
I never considered taking over the business until I was 26 years
old. I thought it was boring, without potential for innovation, and
not attractive at all from a daily routine standpoint. However,
after spending a few months helping with a company project, my
attitude changed 180 degrees, as I discovered moving is actually a business that lets us deal with different situations, clients
and even personal experiences. I would have never expected our
business to be so challenging and rewarding, tough and welcoming at the same time. Everything from surveys to conventions,
from dealing with heartless clients to making real friends, still
brings surprises. I enjoy knowing that right when you think
you’re almost done with organizing the company, a department,
or even your desk, something comes up and everyone is running
to put out a new fire.”
Gallardo says her previous experience on the management
board was enriching from the first day. “I met a lot of new members from around the world and had the chance to be in touch
with them very often,” she adds. “It was interesting to discover
how many opportunities every IAM–YP member has to collaborate with The Portal and other communication tools of IAM, and
how good that was for our company. However, the most valuable
thing to me—and the reason I’m thrilled to be serving again—is
knowing how many initiatives are being proposed, how many
people are pushing hard to make the IAM-YP a real networking
forum, and how every effort and contribution of the board and
YP members make the group a more powerful tool for creating
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real business opportunities. I hope to be able to bring ideas to the
committees I’m involved in to further those efforts.
“The essence of our business is essentially networking,
so in my opinion any group offers an opportunity to meet new
companies and future business partners. Young professional
groups have even more advantages: There is always a fun side to
many of our events and meetings, and they are great platforms
to welcome younger movers new to the business and perhaps
new to conventions as well. My experience is that most of the
young professionals I met when I started in the business are still
fantastic business contacts.
“More and more companies value the knowledge and
energy that groups such as IAM-YP bring to their YPs, and
know these memberships ultimately are a fantastic way to invest
in training their teams and get them involved with other future
international business leaders.”
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SIZE REALLY DOES MATTER

www.CONTOUR-USA.com

Of course it does. When shipping into
the UK (even for European mainland)
you need the resources to support your
client. We offer 18 fully owned and
operational locations covering the
entire UK (including those offshore
islands), over 200 vehicles and 500
staff. It’s all there to give your clients
that extra bit of confidence when their
shipment leaves your shores for the UK
and Europe.

Head Office
Hillsons Rd; Botley
Southampton; SO30 2DY
Tel: +44 1489 774926
Fax: +44 1489 774936

imports@whiteandcompany.co.uk
www.whiteandcompany.co.uk

Who says size doesn’t really matter?
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SCHOLASTIC ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM CONTRIBUTORS
The Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund is the cornerstone of the IAM Scholastic Assistance Program, which is aimed at promoting and
supporting individuals in higher education related to the areas of transportation and logistics. Donations (by major annual giving levels) to
the Fund received during the last 12 months are as follows:
Platinum ($5,000 or more)
AARE Logistics, LLC
(in memory of
Ken Garrison and Chuck Fuller)
Deseret Forwarding International
Dewitt Companies
(in memory of Richard Dewitt)
National Forwarding Co., Inc.
Orlando World Centre
Gold ($2,500–$4,999)
Cartwright International
Van Lines, Inc.
Crown Worldwide Holdings
(in memory of Jim Thompson Sr.)
Crystal Forwarding, Inc.
Daycos, Inc.
Executive Relocation
International, Inc.
Paxton International
Republic Moving and
Storage Company
Roiatti Srl, Italy
(in memory of
Alessio Prosdocimo)
Royal Hawaiian Movers, Inc.
Tri Star Freight Systens, Inc.

Silver ($1,000–$2,499)
Aloha Worldwide Forwarders, Inc.
Approved Forwarders, Inc.
(in memory of Richard Dewitt)
Atlas World Group
Classic Forwarding, Inc.
Coleman World Group
Customs Movers Services
Executive Moving Systems Inc.
Executive Relocation International, Inc.
Foremost Forwarders, Inc.
Gateways International, Inc.
Gridiron Forwarding Co., Inc.
Jet Forwarding, Inc.
(in memory of George Pasha III)
Morrissette Family Foundation
Pac Global Insurance Brokerage
Security International
Southwest Port Services, Inc.
Stevens Forwarders, Inc.
The Pasha Group
Trans-Atlantic American
Flag Liners Operators
True North Relocation, LLC
Victory Van International
Westpac International, Inc.
Bronze ($500–$999)
Affiliated Transportation Systems, Inc.
Terry R. Head

"B" Transfer, Inc.
(in memory of George W. Pasha III)
R.D. Simmons & Associates, Inc.
Richard and Judith Curry
(in memory of Cal Stein)
Royal Alaskan Movers, LLC
(in memory of Richard Dewitt)
Total Military Management, Inc.
In Kind or Other
A&W Transportation Services, Inc.
Ace Relocation Systems
Albert Moving & Storage
Alliance Relocation Services
Anonymous
California Multimodal LLC
Canal Movers & Logistics
Claims Adjustment Technology, LLC
Customs Clearance International, Inc.
Darwish Logistics
De La Fuente International Movers
Econocaribe
Euro-Asia-US International
Services, Inc.
Graebel Movers International, Inc.
M.I.D. Moving & Storage, Inc.
Suddath Government Services
Suddath International
True North Relocation, LLC
Twin Oaks Moving Co., Inc.

*Denotes contributions made since the previous issue of The Portal was published.

Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund

5904 Richmond Highway, Suite 404 • Alexandria, VA 22303 • Phone: (703) 317-9950 • Fax: (703) 317-9960
The Board of Directors of the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund urges you to consider a contribution or donation to the Scholarship
Fund as part of your year-end tax strategy or as you formulate your company budget. Please advise your employees that scholarships
are available to qualified candidates of any IAM company worldwide. For further information, visit www.IAMovers.org > Affiliate Groups.
Deadline for applications: May 1.
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Going to College?
Apply to IAM for tuition assistance
anywhere in the world!
Scholarship applications are now being accepted from qualified individuals
enrolled at an accredited college or university worldwide.

The Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund awards scholarships
to assist the employees of IAM member companies
and their dependents with college tuition.
This benefit is also available to Student Members of IAM.
Supporting documents are required, so start early.
All application materials must be submitted together.

The deadline for submitting applications is May 1.
The AFWSF board selects recipients based on the merit of each applicant.
For information on eligibility, requirements,
and application instructions, go to

www.IAMovers.org and click on Affiliate Groups

“I feel very proud to have been
selected twice for the Alan F.
Wohlstetter Scholarship. With the
scholarship, I was able to cover my
yearly University fees and the cost
of my books, which can be very
expensive.”

“Through the Alan F. Wohlstetter
Scholarship Fund’s financial support,
all current and potential students
in our industry are being given
the opportunity to achieve our
educational goals and the ability to
improve ourselves.”

Mentor Match is an online networking and
career development tool aimed at
helping employees of all ages and at all levels
grow professionally through mentoring
relationships with other IAM members.

Become a Mentor: Share your particular learning,
experience and perspective on the industry to help
others expand their knowledge and reach their
professional goals.
Become a Protégé: Improve your skills and
competency, and learn new strategies and
techniques that are relevant to growth in your
area of interest.

Special Features of the IAM Mentor Match
•

Create a unique profile online detailing
professional skills or expertise you could
share as a mentor or benefit from as a
protégé.

•

Choose preferences such language,
geographical region, and how you’d like to
connect – online, email, phone, or in person.

•

Search the database to find mentors or
protégés that most closely match your
criteria.

•

Participate with others in discussion forums
on mentoring topics, and find helpful
mentoring resources online.

•

Help improve the program by providing
confidential feedback through a Mentor
Match survey.

Visit the IAM Social Café for more information

socialcafe.iamovers.org/aboutmentormatch
(For a Social Café login, email membership@iamovers.org)

It’s a Match!
Editor’s note: IAM’s Mentor Match program, launched during the 52nd Annual Meeting in Orlando last fall, is drawing interest and
support from Association members who are signing up as mentors and protégés. Beginning with this issue, The Portal will profile individuals who have established mentor–protégé relationships. For more information on the program, refer to the ad on the facing page.

The Protégé:
Marsha Huffman

The Mentor:
Austen Chamberlain

A

usten G. Chamberlain, who
has been president and CEO
of Carepak Moving and Storage since 2003, began his career
in the moving business in 1980 and
has been managing companies since
1985. Formerly a director of the
Global Silverhawk group of companies, he has settled in The Philippines
as an owner. His company, Carepak,
was incorporated in 1990 and now is
a market leader in moving, relocation
services, and logistics in The Philippines and Micronesia and handles
moves throughout the region. The
Philippines Network Representative for the Allied group of companies, Carepak built and sold a
records management services business, and now is developing
its logistics and distribution services to diversify its revenue
streams.
The moving business has been good to Chamberlain, who
particularly values the diversity of his customers. “Every move
is different and you are dealing with people,” he says. “This
makes each move and day interesting and unique. It also is truly
an international business. Since I grew up moving every three
years, and have lived in many countries, the sense of adventure
for each customer moving is something that I share, can relate to
and be a part of.”
For Chamberlain, IAM’s Mentor Match program is a way to
strengthen the industry and nurture young talent. “I have learned
some of my best lessons in business and life from mentors,”
he explains. “I have learned what is good and works and what
doesn’t work. My takeaway has been to learn from successes and
failures. Developing a set of critical success factors is crucial in
one’s own growth, as well as learning and understanding your
own strengths and weaknesses.
Like most people who are committed to mentoring others,
Chamberlain enjoys teaching, developing talent, and helping
people achieve success. “For me,” he says, “this is an opportunity to do that as well as sharpen my own skills in this area—
‘sharpening the saw,’ as management guru Stephen Covey
would say.
“I’m sure this program can only help the industry,” Chamberlain adds. “While there is plenty of mentoring going on day
to day out there, this is a formal means of developing skills in a
more professional manner and provides the ability, literally, to
match people up from all over the world. Some say that hearing it from someone outside your organization means it must be
right.”
IAM: Moving Forward Together

M

arsha Huffman, who previously worked in a customer
service call center for a leading
steamship line, joined Graebel
Movers International, Inc., in
2012 as a global household goods
coordinator. Today she is an international pricing analyst for household goods at the company’s world
headquarters in Colorado.
Founded in 1950, Graebel Companies is a privately held global organization that provides relocation,
mobility and consultancy services
for top companies in 165 countries
on six continents.
Like her mentor, Austen G. Chamberlain, Huffman is
drawn to the moving business because every situation is unique.
“Because our clients relocate their people around the globe,” she
says, “different challenges and issues can arise, and I like to analyze the situation while keeping the client’s culture and policies
in mind so that I can recommend innovative solutions that will
exceed expectations.”
Although it is too early in this mentoring relationship to
share any lessons learned, Huffman has benefited a great deal
from past and present interactions with others who have taken
an interest in her career. “For instance,” she says, “in my first
position at Graebel, I was a household goods coordinator, and
my first supervisors took the time to train me in the international
household goods forwarding procedures and best practices. They
gave me a strong foundation of knowledge that I’ve continued to
build upon.
“My current manager has been teaching me a lot about how
to balance profit with effective cost-saving strategies to win
business. She’s a wonderful manager and mentor, leading by example. It is my hope that I will be as good a manager and teacher
in the future.”
Huffman—who has visited countries in Africa, Asia, and
Europe—hopes that IAM Mentor Match will help to expand her
knowledge of the global mobility industry. “More specifically,”
she adds, “I would like to learn about sales and marketing. I’m
hoping that I can use this experience to grow professionally and
to become more of an asset at Graebel.
“The business is changing all the time, and I think that
mentors can guide and shape new and young professionals. The
people are the industry’s greatest asset. Anyone who imagines
the future of the industry already appreciates and understands the
importance of programs such as IAM Mentor Match. Mentors
will influence the future of our industry by what they do today.”
March/April 2015 • THE PORTAL
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VICTORY
PACKAGING

Is an expert at the various aspects of packaging
design, creation, delivery, storage and
management, and uniquely skilled in making
those components part of a comprehensive
program that saves our customers money and
delivers superior service.

Driver Pick Up Program
Your over the road drivers can purchase ALL the
packaging supplies and van equipment required
from one stop. Can be invoiced back to home
office. Saving you time and money!
Mover Blankets
Ladders
Hand Trucks
Piano Boards
Logistic Straps
Dollies
Walkboards

Provides an innovative solution for
the moving and forwarding industry
with emphasis on sustainability and
environmental awareness.

Plasma TV Carton
Military Spec Containers
International Packaging Supplies

CORRCRate
Knockdown Dimensions:
89.5” x 47” x 17” (L x W x H)
(PALLET INSIDE)
Container Shipping (Tare) Weight:
Approximately 175 lbs.

Benefits:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

No need for fumigation, kiln drying or
certification
Half the weight of wood yet equally strong
Easy one-person assembly
Easy storage - 5 CORRcrates occupy the
same space as one wood lift van
Totally waterproof (when component
shroud is used)
100% recyclable corrugated product

To find the sales representative near you call:

888.261.1268
or visit our website at

www.victorypackaging.com

MILITARY/GOVERNMENT UPDATE
DP3 2015 Peak Season Preview
By Charles L. White, Senior Vice President, IAM

A

ll the talk about the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)
downsizing due to budget cuts and Sequestration—as
well as recent announcements concerning overseas U.S. base
closings, consolidations and the looming possibility of a new
round of Base Realignment and Closures (BRAC) in the United
States—has led most to believe that the 2015 Peak Season may
bring a drop in shipment volumes. Not so fast! Visions of doom
and gloom may be a bit premature.
A number of factors come into play with regard to the
expected volumes for the 2015 Peak Season, not least of which
is the fact that any military members who are leaving service due
to separation or retirements receive one final move at government expense. This means that in addition to the normal rotation of personnel that occurs every year in the U.S. military, a
larger than normal number of moves associated with the military
downsizing will also be in play. Those “extra” moves will tend
to inflate the normal number of rotational moves and should
bump up shipment volumes just a bit.
Also for fiscal years 2014 and 2015, the U.S. Congress has
provided relief from the 2011 Sequestration mandate. So the
expected cuts in DoD funding and personnel have not been as
deep as expected. That leaves more people in the military, and
thus means more people will move during the 2015 Peak Season.

 	 Tension in many parts of the world has also given pause
to U.S. leaders as they consider how deep DoD personnel cuts
should go. The U.S. Army is down to approximately 500,000 active troops, down from a high of 550,000 just three or four years
ago. If Sequestration were to come back in full force for FY16,
troop levels could drop as low as 420,000 by the end of 2017.
However, many believe that the U.S. Congress, in light of many
world events, may once again stem the tide of Sequestration and
troops figures could level out at their current numbers.
So what does this all mean for U.S. DoD household goods
shipment levels in 2015? With the leveling off in troop numbers,
normal Permanent Change of Station (PCS) rotations and the
extra moves associated with separations and retirements, the
outlook seems to be for a fairly robust Peak Season. Shipment
volumes should remain approximately the same as what we
have seen the last few years and the future is looking somewhat
brighter than many would have expected just a few years ago.
 	 Operationally a number of the business rule adjustments that
have been in place the last few Peak Seasons will not be instituted this summer. Transportation Service Providers (TSPs) no longer will be able to “refuse” shipments during the Peak Season to
help control their traffic volumes and to maximize their capacity
where it is available. The Surface Deployment and Distribution

Preferred Vendors

Since 1999, the International
Shippers Association (ISA) has
provided international shippers and
forwarders of Commercial and US
Military and Government household
goods, unaccompanied baggage,
and general commodities the lowest
comparative shipping rates (FCL &
LCL) and best service throughout
the world by establishing volume
discounts with preferred vendors.
Members: When contacting vendors
please identify yourself as an ISA member
to receive preferred rates.

USA Outbound Commercial HHG:
FCL & LCL

For U.S. Military HHG to/from
from the UK and North Europe

Mallory Alexander
International Logistics
+1 (502) 327-7776
www.mallorygroup.com
Contact: Theresa Walker
theresaw@mallorygroup.com

North Atlantic Services
+32 (0)3 360 78 21
www.nas.gosselingroup.eu
Contact: Patrick Vercauteren
patrickv@north-atlantic-services.com

Direct Container Line /
Vanguard Logistics
+1 (847) 238-5029
www.dcl-global.com
Contact: Steven Leff
stevenleff@theleffgroup.com
(502) 468-2575
S.E.A. Corp.
+1 (704) 732-6063
www.seacorpnc.com
Contact: Sheena Kiser
rates@seacorpnc.com
bookings@seacorpnc.com

Pasha International
+1 (415) 927-6439
www.pashagroup.com
Contact: Mike Connolly
Mike_Connolly@Pashanet.com
For U.S. Military or Government
HHGs Port to Port to/from Pacific Rim
SEACO Shipping SA
Contact: Patrick Vercauteren
Patrickv@north-atlantic-services.com
Contact: Mike Connolly
Mike_Connolly@pashanet.com

ISA Members are eligible to earn an annual patronage dividend.
For information or to join ISA, go to www.IAMovers.org, click on Affiliate Groups

ISA | 5904 Richmond Highway, Suite 404, Alexandria, VA 22303 | tel 703-317-9950 | www.IAMovers.org
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Command (SDDC) believes that TSPs should be able to manage
their traffic volumes through the use of “blackout” capability in
the Defense Personal Property System (DPS).
 	 It also appears that the rules surrounding Short Fuse shipment criteria will not be expanded to 10 days for any portion of
the Peak Season as has been done in recent years. It was hoped
that Software Change Request (SCR) 6975 would be released
into DPS in advance of the summer season. That system update would have allowed refused shipments to automatically be
offered to the next TSP in the Traffic Distribution List (TDL)
without any Transportation Office (TO) intervention. SCR 6975
would have greatly reduced the workload at the Shipping Offices
The fact that SCR 6975 will not be available is onen of the major
reasons for loss of these Peak Season adjustments.
The DPS system continues to be an issue. Very little new
functionality has been added to the system in quite some time.
But it is important to mention that DoD has assured the industry
that it will not, as it has done in the past, push any major releases
into DPS during the summer. Invariably, system-significant
problems have resulted whenever major releases have occurred
during the Peak Season.
Finally, it appears that the Traffic Distribution Lists will
be available on time (early April) for booking summer shipments. This should help alleviate the large backlog that has been
experienced the last few years due to late release of the TDLs.
That bodes well for a smooth transition to the summer season
and what we all hope will be a prosperous season for military
Transportation Service Providers.

InternatIonal movIng servIce
Wilhelm Rosebrock GmbH & Co. KG
P.O. Box 14 02 64, 28089 Bremen / Germany
phone +49 421 520 00-22
fax +49 421 520 00-9922
uwinkelmann@rosebrock.com

•Worldwide household goods
•Origin and destination service
•Relocation service
•Ocean- and air-freight
•Port agency/customs clearance
•General Commodities
•Warehousing and Trucking
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www.rosebrock.com

We are looking forward
to your requests!
Ulrike Winkelmann
International sales manager
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The Peak Season
Is Almost Here!

For all your moving needs, call

Klein’s Moving & Storage, Inc.
Our motto is:

“The difficult we do right away.
The impossible takes a little longer!”
We service the entire New York–
New Jersey Metro area, as well as
the West Point area.
Our specialty is short fuse shipments.

Remember: When you cannot get a van,
we will put it in a liftvan.
One call does it all.
Call 718-953-1700 or 800-966-3393

Klein’s Moving & Storage, Inc.
1325 Atlantic Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11216 USA
Phone: 718-953-1700 • 800-966-3393
e-mail: KMVG@aol.com
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ExpEriEncE GrEat SErvicE

World-WidE

webstore.newhaven-usa.com

the new Haven webstore conveniently
provides quality products you want on-line.

BuyinG movinG equipment
has never Been easier.

Go to webstore.newhaven-usa.com
Celebrating

1YEARS
03

of business!

• SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION •

“WE HAVE DEVELOPED A POPULAR SERVICE TO HELP DOMESTIC
TSP’S QUICKLY AND COST EFFECTIVELY MOVE DOMESTIC CRATED
GOODS THAT SO OFTEN RESULT IN LATE SHIPMENTS, SUSPENSIONS
AND POOR PERFORMANCE SCORES. CRATE THEM AND CALL US,
WE WILL BE THERE IN SHORT ORDER.”—STEVE STUTTS, PRESIDENT

Started in 2000, North
& South Logistics, Inc
is a third party logistics
provider whose focus
is LTL, Truckload and
Intermodal moves within
the United States.

Over the last several
years, we’ve worked
with over 150 of your
colleagues in the HHG
industry on moving
their crated shipments.
Consider allowing us to
do the same for you.

North & South Logistics,
Inc has developed relationships with several of
the countries finest carriers for LTL, truckload
and intermodal services
at deep discounts...and
we pass the savings on
to you, the customer!!

Intermodal Expertise

Dependable Service

Years of Experience

Member of IAM

Saving time and providing extra
flexibility and options.

Because of our HHG experience, we
understand what’s important to you.

Over 45 combined years of
experience

Since 2004

CALL: 877-301-6502 | FAX: 919-882-1002 | NSLOPREZ@GMAIL.COM | WWW.NSLOLTL.COM

P.O. BOX 408 | WEST JEFFERSON, NC | 28694
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EXECUTIVE INSURANCE
SERVICES, INC.
Worldwide Transportation Insurance Specialists
EASE
of doing business

INTEGRITY
a strict code of ethics

SERVICE
quality 2nd to none

we work hard to earn your trust
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
30 Windsormere Way, Suite 200 • Oviedo, FL 32765
Ph: (407) 366-2774 • Fax: (407) 366-4604 • Email: info@execinsurance.net
www.execinsurance.net
GF_Ad_Portal_Layout 1 12/5/11 2:35 PM Page 1
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At Gridiron, we believe that...

The World is Our Field.
For a full listing of our services, and more information visit
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We make
great moves even

Better!
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MAKING THE
COMPLICATED SIMPLE.
Complete Billing Services
•
•
•
•

Department of Defense
Department of State (DOS)
Non-Temporary Storage
National Account

• Agent
• GSA

For over 35 years, Daycos has been simplifying the complexity of
government, agent, and national account invoicing. With custom software and trained
invoicing experts, you can be certain of the accuracy of Daycos’ billing, invoicing, and
post-audit services. After all, it’s our specialty.
800.366.1440 | Norfolk, NE | www.daycos.com | blog.daycos.com

NO HIDDEN FEES and NO SUPRISES. Just one simple, flat invoicing fee.
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PORTAL TO ASIA
Destination Services in Asia and the Middle East
By Rob Faraone, Regional Relations Liaison—Asia

T

ransferees and corporate accounts prefer consistency in
the prices they get even though they often demand special
treatment for their personnel. Bookers in the developed world do
their best to accommodate such preferences but we all know that
these services vary from region to region.
Fortunately, the destination services provided by IAM members in Asia and the Middle East are arguably better than what
Western movers can offer (of course, there are exceptions). In
this case, “better” means more flexible, more personal, and more
careful. Ask most IAM movers in this region and they’d likely
assert that the flexibility and concessions they grant to Western
bookers are rarely reciprocated.
Characteristics of a typical destination agent in the region
There are some important distinctions worth noting among
Asia-based companies. Virtually all movers in the region value
the inbound support they get from overseas. The inbound move,
by definition, requires coordination with the carrier, the port or
airport customs, and local transport just as any forwarder would
do. What can differ between movers are the touch points or
customer service function. If there are not too many imports, the
smaller movers can be flexible and responsive enough. Larger
movers have the resources, including IT systems, to deal with
more imports. Out of necessity they rely on systems and larger
staffs so there may be more touch points from a customer service
perspective, but they may be less personal and service can be
less flexible.
Often there is an international mindset because the movers
do not handle as many intra-country domestic moves as Western
movers do.

Factors affecting destination service
Unlike the way it is regarded in most of the West, “moving” is
perceived as semi-skilled rather than unskilled work in Asia and
the Middle East. For this reason, movers can hold onto good
packers, some of whom may develop a deep sense of service and
commitment to the mission of the company.
Second, most inbound transferees are mid- to upper-level
management personnel or returning nationals used to high
living standards and who demand quality services. They work
for corporations with human resources departments that expect
movers to come up with solutions. Most IAM members here
have adapted to meet a broader scope of expat service demands
because specialty service firms are not readily available in many
markets. Smaller movers try to employ packers with multiple
skills or experience and encourage them to do what they can to
help. Larger movers in developed hubs such as Singapore, Hong
Kong, Tokyo, Shanghai and Beijing do have third-party specialists who can provide that additional service.
Third, the Asian business mentality tends to look beyond a
specific move transaction; moreover, the regulatory environment
is far less burdensome than in North America or Europe. Movers

Differences within the region
It may surprise you to know that Middle East companies rely
heavily on office staff and workers from South Asia. Many of the
movers in this part of the world began in freight forwarding and
logistics but have found an opportunity to diversify into household goods. Office staff in the Middle East is predominantly
male.
In contrast, the majority of office staff in East and Southeast
Asia is female and these are the people who often provide the
first level of customer service.
Some movers throughout the region employ Western expats to
work with the target expat market. English language capabilities vary by country and by mover. Many movers still boast
of having their own full-time crews but the seasonal nature of
the moving business tends to avoid maintaining unnecessarily
costly labor. In the more developed markets —Tokyo, most of
China, Hong Kong and Singapore—many movers outsource the
packing and delivery while employing their own supervisors to
ensure tight quality control.

IAM: Moving Forward Together
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tend to be flexible if there’s a promise of a longer-term, profitable relationship with a booker or a corporate account.
Negotiable services in this region
Standard destination services have not changed much. Throughout Asia, including the Middle East, the movers who can provide
these services and those who are trying to build a business base
may selectively try to differentiate their offerings. Door-to-door
bookers should not assume concessions by the destination agent,
but here are some examples of these services and things to take
into account:
• Reassembly of disassembled items: Reassembly can be
problematic when the bed hardware or the home theatre
cables are not properly packed and placed by the origin
agent. Destination agents may also be challenged by lack of
proper tools or unfamiliarity with the item itself.
• Extra pickup or delivery: Transferees seem happy to tip
the crew to get this done but the destination mover often
isn’t aware of it.
• Long or stair carry: Most moves are to urban areas and
much of urban Asia is high-rise.
• Debris pickup after delivery
• Storage-in-transit (SIT)
• Handyman services: The newest “extra” is handyman
services, and many larger movers have followed the trend
in conjunction with their expansion into relocation services.
Movers who still have their in-house handyman may offer
this service free or at a discount to bookers.
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Larger movers with a dedicated relocation department can
offer many more destination services, including home finding,
orientation, maid service, and school assistance. Rarely are those
complimentary, so bookers should check first if their clients
desire these kinds of help.
Common points of dispute in destination services
It once was common practice for movers to print out annual
tariffs, which they distributed at big industry conventions. Prices
were listed along with the included and excluded services. Movers rarely print and distribute tariffs anymore, and many now
quote per job or post prices online. Unfortunately, not all movers
are diligent in updating rates or detailing their conditions, which
can then give rise to service or invoice misunderstandings.
The destination agent typically will advance port or airport charges, some of which they absorb but some of which are
extra. It is important to establish in the pre-alert which shipping
charges are prepaid and which are not. It is also necessary to
communicate and clearly identify who is responsible for which
fees: Transferee? Booker? Or corporate employer?
Extra service charges by the destination agent may not have
been anticipated by the booker or built into the booker’s door-todoor quotation. Requests for extra services can come up at destination and may conflict with the terms of the door-to-door move.
Restricted use of the condominium’s cargo lift, long carries, or
the need for elevators all add to the destination agent’s expenses.
This region also is affected by external factors such as weather
(typhoons, sandstorms, floods) or the famously congested road
traffic.
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Magazine Ad

Some incoming transferees assume that labor is cheap and
press the movers or the local corporate employer for free services with promises of more business. Anxious to keep its new
expat happy, the corporate employer often urges the mover to
comply with the transferee’s demands.
Some destination movers invoice in local currency while
others opt for a hard currency such as U.S. dollars. Currency
exchange rates can trigger a dispute that is disproportionate to
the exchange loss.
Measures to avert misunderstandings
• Bookers should ensure that their understanding of services
required is reflected accurately in their door-to-door quote.
Expectations should be communicated clearly to transferees
to ensure they comprehend the full range of services that are
included and what services or items will be charged separately.
• Shipping instructions and pre-alerts to destination need to be
clear and specific, as well as timely. Attach or reference the
destination agent’s special rate quote.
• Bookers and the origin sales consultant need to know
enough about destination to avoid over-committing. What
they promise should be conveyed to the destination agent.
• Any disassembly or third-party services used at origin
should be relayed to the destination agent so it can either
schedule and prepare its crew or have the equivalent service
ready at destination.
• Destination agents should report inaccuracies, questions,
and vagueness in the transmittal shipping instruction. They
should also report extra charges or potential disputes, if any,
to the transferee, local corporate employer, or booker as appropriate. When in doubt ask the booker.
IAM members can meet most, if not all, service needs.
Less rigid than Western companies, movers in this region will
try to help when they can. For trouble-free door-to-door moves,
Western bookers should identify transferee expectations at origin
and communicate these well in advance to the destination agent.
Fewer disputes will result.
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MARITIME/OCEAN SHIPPING
Pasha Hawaii Achieves Main Engine Light Off for the M/V Marjorie C

H

onolulu-based Pasha Hawaii recently announced the M/V
Marjorie C has attained main engine light off while under
final construction at VT Halter Marine, Pascagoula, MS. This
important step leaves only the final milestone for the ConRo
(combination container/roll-on/roll-off) vessel prior to delivery
to Pasha Hawaii.
Main engine light off is a significant achievement with today’s modern shipbuilding technology as it signals the complex
network of ship systems is complete and all successfully working together. Sea trials are now anticipated before the end of the
month, with vessel delivery to follow in March.
“This critical milestone celebrates the culmination of three
and a half years of hard work and dedication by the men and
women at the VT Halter Marine shipyard and Pasha Hawaii,”
said George W. Pasha IV, President and CEO of The Pasha
Group.
The addition of the Marjorie C to the Mainland/Hawaii
trade lane represents a substantial long-term investment to the
future of serving Hawaii. Pasha Hawaii’s commitment of over
$200 million to the Hawaii trade is also a large success for the
Jones Act, exemplifying the growing trend of introducing modern vessels into the U.S. shipping industry and strengthening the
economy with domestic maritime jobs.

IAM: Moving Forward Together

Marjorie C stern view (photo by Ray Broussard)

Bill Skinner, CEO VT Halter Marine, said, “We are proud to
have achieved the last major milestone for delivery of the Marjorie C for Pasha. She is a significant Jones Act ship and we are
proud to be associated with such a great company as Pasha. This
Jones Act qualified ship along with other ships we are currently
building are critical to the future of our shipyard as it is for other
commercial U.S. yards. Jones Act vessel construction represents
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over 80 percent of our business and keeps over 2,000 people
gainfully employed year after year.”
“Hawaii communities are highly dependent on reliable, efficient, and scheduled ocean transportation services,” added Pasha. “We are pleased to soon offer weekly service with Marjorie
C, sailing opposite the Jean Anne, and to provide our customers
with new, complementary capabilities for containers and a wide
variety of fully covered roll-on/roll-off cargo.”

Marjorie C ramp to accommodate roll-on/roll-off cargo (photo by
Ray Broussard)
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BUSINESS & ECONOMIC NEWS
Tax Facilities to Attract New Foreign Companies in Tokyo
By Miléna Osika, Sales Development, UniGroup Relocation Japan

J

apan, which is the third biggest market in the world, and one
of the major places-to-be in Asia for multinational companies,
would like to welcome more foreign investments to counter
other Asian countries fierce competition. In order to do so, Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe’s government has recently launched several
initiatives to enhance the settling of foreign companies in Japan.
Why are more foreign firms choosing to settle in Japan?
With exceptional living conditions (excellent infrastructures,
recognized public safety, high ranked education system) Japan
and more particularly its capital Tokyo are becoming more and
more attractive to settle a business.
The 2014 “Proposal for National Strategic Special Zone”
by Tokyo governor Yoichi Masuzoe discusses, among other “foreigner friendly” initiatives, the creation of a fully international
business environment for foreign startups settling, the formation
of a center for healthcare and drug development innovation, and
the creation of an ideal residential environment for foreigners.
Moreover, efforts are made in the capital city to make information available in English and to multiply international business
information desks for company inquiries.
Further, the Subsidy Program for Projects Promoting Asian
Site Location in Japan, which applies to foreign companies that
have the interest, potential and means to establish themselves in
Japan, basing a large proportion of their presence here (Asian
headquarters or R&D department), also offers a number of new
advantages. Among them are:
• a 20 percent corporate income tax reduction for 5 years
• SME patents fees reduced by half for certified R&D operations
• less stringent immigration procedures
• investment tax credits/special depreciation when acquiring
assets (machinery, buildings, etc.)
In Tokyo, the special zones called “Comprehensive Special
Zones” (term defined in 2010 by JETRO) follow this program.

Comprehensive Special Zones in Tokyo: Shinjuku, Shibuya, Shinagawa, Tamachi, Tenkubashi, Central Tokyo, and waterfront area.

Finally, there is the environmental market. There is a growing demand in Japan for environmental measures to address
global warming. Many of the companies who dedicate their time
to new environmentally-friendly technologies and projects are
located in Tokyo, as there are on offer numerous universities and
research institutions are located nearby.
Thanks to the great business environment offered by Tokyo,
recent initiatives from the government to promote foreign investment and the growth of Tokyo as a center for” future-oriented”
sectors, we can assume that the number of foreign firms establishing an Asian headquarter or R&D department is expected to
rise in the next few years, especially with the coming Olympic
Games that will be held in Tokyo in 2020.

Sectors most likely to benefit
There are three sectors that would find it most beneficial to settle
in Japan. The first is healthcare, especially for the elderly. This
section of the population is indeed becoming more and more
important, and companies dedicated to medical services or other
services for elderlies may find Japan a good base from which to
test this globally-growing demand. Tokyo, especially, is the ideal
place for such activities, thanks to medical universities and institutions which conduct researches and clinical tests for medicine,
pharmacology, nursing and welfare.
The second sector is, unsurprisingly, electronics and telecommunications, which is already one of the leading industries
in Japan. Again, Tokyo offers the famous Akihabara district and
Shibuya where a notable concentration of goods, market and
people with the same such interest can be readily seen.
IAM: Moving Forward Together
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EXECUTIVE SUITE
U.S. Still Top Destination for Job Seekers

A

ccording to a recent study on worker
mobility, the United States continues
to be the most attractive destination for
job seekers from around the world.
The Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) and The Network, an alliance
of global recruiting websites, surveyed
200,000 workers in 189 countries and
found that nearly 64 percent would be
willing to move to another country to
work The United States was cited as a
potential destination by 42 percent of
respondents, followed by the UK with 37
percent and Canada with 35 percent.
The study’s authors said the three
destinations draw the most interest
because of their large economies and
high living standards. They also benefit
as English-speaking countries at a time
when English is widely spoken and
taught around the world.
Conversely, none of the large
Asian economies made the list of top
10 destinations, “largely because of the
perceived difficulty of learning Asian
languages,” the study said.
London topped the list of preferred
city destinations compiled by BCG and
The Network, followed by New York and
then Paris The study’s respondents were
primarily white-collar and skilled-trades
workers. The majority had university
degrees.
—Jonathan House,
The Wall Street Journal

Where Workers Would Go: Preferred Country Destinations
The survey asked workers in the largest countries where they would relocate
for work. This table shows where residents of each country would most—and
least—like to go.
Country
Argentina
Brazil
Canada
China
France
Germany
India
Indonesia
Italy
Mexico
Russia
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
Turkey
U.K.
U.S.

Highest Rank
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.K.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
Japan
U.K.
U.S.
Germany
U.S.
U.S.
Germany
U.S.
U.K.

Lowest Rank
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Russia
Indonesia
Argentina
India
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia

Where Workers Would Go:
Preferred City Destinations
Top 10
Countries
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

U.S.
UK
Canada
Germany
Switzerland
France
Australia
Spain
Italy
Sweden

Top 10
Cities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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London
New York
Paris
Sydney
Madrid
Berlin
Barcelona
Toronto
Singapore
Rome
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Where Is America Moving?
Atlas Van Lines Reveals 2014 Migration Trends

T

he 2015 Atlas Van Lines Migration Patterns study found that seven
U.S. states experienced a shift in their
migration status in 2014. The study also
found that 25 states registered as balanced, meaning that moves in and out of
the states were roughly equal. Additionally, the data showed the overall number
of moves was down slightly compared
to 2013. Atlas has conducted the study
since its origination in 1993 to track the
nation’s interstate (or between states)
moving patterns year to year as reflected
in moves handled by Atlas.
In 2014, 25 states remained balanced, 11 states remained outbound, and
seven states, plus Washington D.C., remained inbound. Formerly inbound state
Montana became balanced. And after
spending 2013 as balanced states, Missouri, Vermont and West Virginia became
outbound while Florida, Mississippi and
Washington State became inbound.
For the third consecutive year, the
highest number of moves involved California, Texas and Florida. Coming in at
the top for 2014 is California with 13,967
moves, followed closely by Texas with
a 13,137 moves and then Florida with
10,226 moves. For the second consecutive year, North Dakota had the highest
percentage of inbound moves, with 64
percent of all moves being inbound.

The state of New York experienced the
highest percentage of outbound moves
totaling 61 percent, coming in just above
Illinois and Delaware.
“It is vital for not only the moving
industry, but also our nation, to track
migration patterns and better understand
why and where individuals are relocating,” said Atlas World Group President
and COO Jack Griffin. “Our annual
study produces tangible insights for
people, companies and industries that
may help influence business or personal
growth.”
In 2014, the total number of interstate and inter-provincial moves reached
76,979, slightly down from 77,308 in
2013. In addition, regional trends show
changes occurred in the West, Northeast,
South and Midwest. The most significant
changes took place in the Canadian Provinces.
• Northern states. The Northern
states saw one major change from
2013 to 2014, with Vermont going
from a balanced to outbound state.
The remainder of the states did not
undergo any status change in 2014.
New York and New Jersey have been
outbound for more than 12 years,
while Washington, D.C., remains
the only location in the area to be
inbound over that same time span.

•

•

•

•

Southern states. The Southern
states had three status changes, with
Florida and Mississippi going from
balanced to inbound states. West
Virginia also shifted from balanced
to outbound. Once again, Florida
ranks in the top three states with the
highest number of moves.
Midwestern states. The Midwestern
states remained the same in 2014,
with the exception of Missouri going
from balanced to outbound. Similar to 2013, North Dakota was the
only state in the region to register as
inbound.
Western states. The Western states
registered two changes. Montana
went from being inbound to balanced, while Washington changed
from balanced to inbound in 2014.
Similar to 2013, the majority of the
western United States remained balanced.
Canadian Provinces. The most
significant change for 2014 occurred
in the Canadian Provinces where five
provinces changed status. Alberta
and New Brunswick went from being
balanced to outbound; Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island went
from being inbound to outbound;
and Northwest Territories went from
outbound to inbound. In addition, the
Yukon Territory became outbound.

How status is determined
Each state’s or province’s status is
determined by its threshold value, which
is the total number of shipments multiplied by 0.55 (i.e., in a state with 100
moves, at least 55 must be outgoing to be
considered outbound). All other states or
provinces in which outbound or inbound
numbers don’t exceed the threshold are
classified as balanced. Shipments noted
for Canada are cross-border to the U.S. or
from the U.S. (not inter-provincial).
Visit www.atlasvanlines.com/migrationpatterns/ for more information.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
A look at people and events shaping IAM member companies

Colin Brown

Jakub Kucera

Cristinel Dinu

Michael Killoran

Shelagh Bisceglia

Ashleigh Ford

Alessandro Mannozzi

Robert Fletcher

Michael Wilson

Christian Peck

APPOINTMENTS
McGimpseys has promoted Colin
Brown, formerly operations manager at
the company, to a new position, customer
services manager. The new role—which
is a major part of McGimpseys “The Way
Forward” program—covers all aspects of
customer service, quality control, standards, training, on-site checks, liaising
with clients, and customer relationship
management (CRM). Brown has been
with the company for nine years.

in the Bucharest office, has a successful
track record in removals and relocation
business development, targeted at the corporate and diplomatic markets. He previously was sales manager at Interdean.

Gosselin Mobility Czech Republic
has appointed Jakub Kucera sales
manager. He will be tasked with supporting the company’s continued growth in
that country and will be stationed in the
Prague office.

AMSA (American Moving & Storage Association) announced in February during its annual meeting in Orlando
that its executive committee had voted
unanimously to retain Scott Michael as
its permanent president and CEO.
Responding to the appointment, IAM
President Terry Head said, “I extend my
sincere congratulations to Scott Michael
in being confirmed as AMSA’s president
and CEO. IAM looks forward to continuing and expanding our collaborative
efforts with AMSA under Scott’s leadership.”

Gosselin Mobility Romania
has named Cristinel Dinu as general
manager as part of its strategy to expand
Gosselin Mobility’s global footprint in
key Eastern Europe markets and solidify its focus in the global commercial
marketplace. Dinu, who will be based

Arpin Group has announced that
Michael Killoran has been promoted to
the position of chief financial officer. He
succeeds Edward Braks, who has retired
after 20 years of service.
In his new position, Killoran is
responsible for all accounting, financial

IAM: Moving Forward Together

and tax-related matters for Arpin Group,
its affiliates and subsidiaries. He has
also been appointed to the Arpin Group
management committee. Killoran joined
Arpin Van Lines as controller in 1983. In
2008, when the accounting functions for
Arpin Van Lines and Arpin International
Group were consolidated under Arpin
Group, he was promoted to controller of
the combined entity.
Arpin International Group announced that Shelagh Bisceglia has
joined the company as an international
relocation coordinator.
In her new position, Bisceglia will
be responsible for relocating transferees
and their families internationally, including all aspects of the physical movement
of household goods from home to host
country. She brings more than 28 years
of experience in international relocations,
and previously worked as a rate analyst.
Starline Overseas Moving has hired
Ashleigh Ford as its new office manager
in Calgary, Canada. Ford has seven years
of industry experience with a core focus
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 	 Having previously lived and worked throughout Africa,
Lockwood brings a great deal of experience to the role, including
more than 20 years within the international relocation industry.

Caroline O’Connor

Conor Hughes

in customer service and operations. She will be directly working
toward improving working with and mentoring the team to grow
domestic and international service delivery models.
BLISS Moving & Logistics has named Alessandro Mannozzi director of operations. Mannozzi has been with the company since 2009, when he was hired as international coordinator.
Santa Fe has appointed Robert Fletcher group director relocation and assignment management services. He will be responsible for the continued development of Santa Fe’s global solutions
and will focus on the consistent management and delivery of all
relocation and assignment services.
Fletcher’s new assignment is in conjunction with Ruth
Lockwood’s transfer to South Africa, where she has assumed
the role of director relocation services Africa, and the recent appointment of Janine Barnes as director relocation services Asia.
Fletcher has more than 20 years of global mobility experience.
His background includes working with human resources at some
of the world’s leading multinational companies to help them develop global mobility strategies. He is also the current chairman
of the ERC Committee for EMEA and has been recognized with
their Distinguished Service Award.
Lockwood was previously located in Hong Kong, where
she was instrumental in the success of Santa Fe’s Asia relocation program during the last decade. She has now relocated to
Johannesburg, South Africa, to lead and drive the growth of
Santa Fe’s relocation services across Africa. She will focus on
the consistent management and delivery of all relocation services
across the region along with managing the company’s Approved
Partners across the 56 African countries.
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National Forwarding Co., Inc., has promoted Michael
Wilson to director, DoD Programs. Wilson began his career at
NFC in 2007 as a biller. The following year he was promoted
to billing manager, and in 2013 he became manager, billing
and settlement. In his new role, Wilson will assume additional
responsibilities including NFC’s compliance with DoD program
requirements, the management of agent and hauler metrics and
the company’s relationship with the DoD Personal Property
Directorate.
Wilson has expert knowledge of 400NG and DP3 business
rules as well as a thorough understanding of NFC’s operational
requirements.
Momentous Relocation, headquartered in England, has announced three appointments. Christian Peck, the new business
development director, has 16 years’ experience in the International relocation industry. He previously worked at 360 Relocations, where he gained experience in areas such as operations, relocation consulting, business development, and account management. Peck’s specialist areas are assignment management, new
business development, account management, policy consulting,
and multimedia. He will join a growing sales team responsible
for the future development and account management of Momentous’ corporate client base.
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always open!
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What can you do in the IAM Social Café?
• Build an individual profile with a photo or import your
LinkedIn profile with just a few clicks. It’s that easy!
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for you. It’s that easy!

What do you do next in the IAM Social Café?
• Complete your profile. Fill in the online form and be sure to upload your photo – your IAM
Social Café friends will then know you by name AND face at the next IAM Annual Meeting!
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Message to send a question or discussion starter to your colleagues around the world.
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Caroline O’Connor has been appointed sales support manager. Her first
job in the relocation industry began in
1987 at Trans Euro Worldwide Movers. More recently she worked for 360
Relocations. O’Connor will be provide
support to a sales team to deliver on
ambitious growth plans.
Conor Hughes is the new move
manager at Momentous Relocation. He
is new to the relocation industry, having
spent 16 years working in both retail and
hospitality. Hughes will be part of the
move management team.

Gosselin Mobility Kazakhstan has
named Raushan Shardarbekova business development manager. Her career
has been centered on business development, customer service and operations
associated with the commercial cargo and
removals industries. She previously held
key positions with DHL, Move One and
Globalink in Almaty.
Shardarbekova is fluent in Kazakh,
Russian, English and German and has
pursued FIDI EIM training as well as
other business-related studies.

EXPANSIONS

more than 20 years of experience in the
service industry, focusing on logistics
planning and service operations. Loh was
a pioneering member of the Dell Asia
Pacific Customer Center service operations team in Malaysia and Singapore,
and subsequently launched a sales and
marketing career, setting up an international university’s executive education
business in Penang.
Loh entered the moving and relocation industry in 2011, and earned his
Global Mobility Specialist (GMS) certification in 2013. At Santa Fe Relocation
Services, he led his team at the company’s Penang branch to win two out of the
five corporate awards won by Malaysia.

Invictus Relocation recently signed a
contract with an important new account,
a multinational corporation. To accommodate the need for additional capacity
to serve the client, Invictus purchased 30
new storage units for the new climatecontrolled facility it opened last fall in
Sintra, Portugal.
SIR Move Services, headquartered
in Singapore, has expanded into Malaysia, and recently opened a new office
in Kuala Lumpur. Country Manager
Raymond Loh, who will handle dayto-day management of that facility, has

Boonma Executive
Director Tiddy S.
Teerawit and Customer
Service Representative
Jay S. Pantakij on the
stage.

A Night with the Stars

A

s a leader in the Asian business sectors in Thailand, Boonma took part in Hong
Kong Movie Night 2015. Executive Director Tiddy S. Teerawit attended the
premiere screening of “Kung Fu Jungle” in January. This special event—presented for
the first time in Thailand—was hosted by the Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office
(affiliated with ASEAN) at the SF World Cinema in Bangkok, Thailand. The evening
began with a dinner reception, followed by an opening speech, then the two-hour film.
IAM: Moving Forward Together
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Bishop’s Move Tackles
Big Job for UK
eCommerce Company

B

ishop’s Move, the UK’s largest
family-owned removals company,
recently drew on its 160 years of experience to oversee relocation of the country’s largest curated marketplaces and one
of the UK’s fastest growing e-commerce
businesses, notonthehighstreet.com.
As part of its continued expansion, notonthehighstreet.com instructed
Bishop’s Move to relocate its 200 staff
from three separate sites across town to
new headquarters in Richmond, London,
thus bringing all functions of the business
under one roof.
 	 This significant office relocation
spanned November 28 through December
8, 2014. A team of 20 Bishop’s Move
removal men handled personnel files,
IT equipment, company files, desks and
personal items belonging to employees of
notonthehighstreet.com.
 	 The festive period signals one of the
busiest periods for notonthehighstreet.
com, which was founded from a kitchen
table by award-winning entrepreneurs
Holly Tucker MBE and Sophie Cornish
MBE, and has grown into a global business, connecting more than 5,000 small,
creative businesses with the world.
 	 Michael Bentley of notonthehighstreet.com noted, “It was vital to us to
appoint a removals company with strong
ethics and experience in handling similar
moves and with Bishop’s Move’s history, we knew we were in safe hands
and the team didn’t disappoint. As the
move across Richmond went extremely
smoothly, I would certainly recommend
the company.”
 	 Bishop’s Move Area Manager Steve
Littler noted that detailed planning was
particularly crucial for this move.”

18,000 Cartons on Four Weekends:
ECB Banks on Andreas CHRIST GmbH

D

one! The Heilbronn/Stuttgart/
Wiesbaden-based removal firm
Andreas CHRIST Spedition und
Möbeltransport GmbH successfully
undertook a giant logistics project in
November 2014, and completed it within
a month: The removal of the European
Central Bank in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.
Transport was organized from the
old building to the new ECB Building in
the east of Frankfurt. The helix-shaped
twin towers—165 and 185 meters high—
integrated into the former Großmarkthalle (covered market hall), a building
protected as an historic monument, now
accommodate 2,900 employees.
There was no furniture to be moved
since ECB’s new domicile had been
completely refurnished. In accordance
with the bank’s objective of energy-neutral performance, the old furniture was
removed by CHRIST at the old location
for new use.
It was quite unusual that ECB had
selected a single firm for such a huge logistical challenge. Nevertheless, the planning and coordination effort was extraordinarily extensive: One year in advance,
CHRIST had organized regular meetings
with the Central Bank in order to discuss
all details of the removal, above all the
security of data carriers and records to be
transported.
The organization Blockupy had
threatened to boycott the removal with
demonstrations, thus making it necessary

The 16 CHRIST trucks shuttled 480 times
between the client’s old and new locations.

to enhance security arrangements. Under
no circumstances could information
about removal planning could be allowed
to leak to the public, in order to ensure
that Blockupy was unable to plan their
demonstrations and disrupt the process.
Priority thus was given to a security
screening of all individuals involved:
Each of the 120 CHRIST employees
assigned to the project had to submit a
certificate of good conduct that reflected

INTERNATIONAL REMOVALS, MOVE MANAGEMENT,
DESTINATION DELIVERY AGENT & RELOCATION SERVICES

TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS SOLUTION

Excellence Beyond Expectation
PACKING & REMOVALS-DOOR TO DOOR

AUSTRIA
HELLAS

International Association of Movers

EN ISO 9001:2008
No.: 010140107

Suite # 305 & 306, 3rd Floor, Ahmed Arcade, Block # 5, Clifton, Karachi (Pakistan)
TEL: +92-21-35373101-2, FAX: +92-21-35373103,
E-mail: h mpk@cyber.net.pk , Website : www.homepack.pk
Branch / Affiliated Offices: Islamabad-Lahore-Peshawar-Quetta
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Paying meticulous attention to detail ensured that the job went
smoothly.

not a single negative entry. In addition, the employees were
subjected to background checks and all passed the test.
The 16 CHRIST trucks that shuttled some 480 times between the old and the new buildings had to follow defined routes
selected by the police at random for each trip, and each truck
was sealed before departure.
Notwithstanding the security measures, the rest of the
removal was routine. A removal team of about 60 persons was
on site during four weekends in November, and a smaller team
during the weekdays. They transported 18,000 cartons with a
total weight of 346,000 kilograms from the old building to the
new one.
No compromises were made with the packing, either: 500
security boxes and 400 security file boxes, each one sealed,
ensured that confidential and secret materials could not fall into
the wrong hands.
Besides the the employees’ offices were removed, the entire
contents of the archives and the library, counting 4,100 and
2,800 linear meters respectively, were moved by CHRIST, and
ECB’s wine cellar was transported to the new building as well.
For a removal of this size, one would typically expect a certain delay in daily routine caused by misdirected removal items.
However, with a positive delivery rate of 99.8 percent, only 36
of the 18,000 cartons were delivered to a wrong destination, but
thanks to an extremely precise labeling system those items could
be redirected to their owners within very short time.

Some 18,000 cartons were transferred to the new offices.
IAM: Moving Forward Together
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The European brand transition is part of Santa Fe’s global
strategy toward what it calls “a seamless global customer experience” and follows the recent transition of the company’s global
mobility business in Australia to Santa Fe Relocation Services in
May 2014.

HONORS & AWARDS

Boonma Mobility Marketing Manager Leroy J. Chotphiphat (left)
and Executive Director Tiddy S. Teerawit at the conference in
Vietnam.

Boonma Attends Asia Mobility
Conference in Vietnam

B

oonma Mobility Thailand assigned two delegates to
attend the 4th Annual Asia Mobility Conference in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam, in January. The event was held by IMC
World and TIRA (The International Relocation Associates) and
drew 105 attendees from 34 countries. Next year’s conference
will be held in Phuket, Thailand.

All Santa Fe Companies
Now Under One Name

S

anta Fe announced that it is transitioning its brand name
in Europe from Interdean to Santa Fe Relocation Services to
create a single global brand for relocation and mobility services
in the 56 countries in which the companies operate.
Interdean has operated as part of the Santa Fe Group since
2011. This change brings the company’s European offices in line
with the rest of Santa Fe’s global footprint, all trading under the
Santa Fe name, said Group CEO Martin Thaysen. The company’s core services are moving, storage and relocation, visa and
immigration assistance, assignment and expense management,
and global mobility counseling.
People who are relocating look for a brand that they can
trust, and organizations around the world are increasingly looking to global mobility companies they can rely on to support
their international business objectives, the company said. Global
consistency, service excellence, compliance and assignment
effectiveness are all critical to HR and in-house global mobility
professionals in this respect. Santa Fe Relocation Services provides a professional, single-source solution for all these requirements.
Thaysen added, “Santa Fe’s processes, systems and culture
are all consistent around the world, and now our brand name is
too. Having a single global brand simplifies communication and
makes it easier for our customers.”
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Globalink President &
CEO Siddique Khan with
the Presidential Prize
recognizing the company’s
service in 2014.

Globalink—in a year already full of multiple achievements
and milestones—closed out 2014 having been recognized as the
best service provider in Kazakhstan.
The Altyn Sapa Presidential Prize, awarded to Globalink
President & CEO Siddique Khan during a ceremony held at the
Independence Palace in Astana in the presence of Kazakhstan
President Nursultan Nazarbayev, is an extremely prestigious
honor among Kazakhstan-based companies. Each year, nominees recognized as leaders contributing to the promotion of their
respective industry sectors are judged based on quality, commitment, excellence, quality management, implementation of
international standards and customer satisfaction.
A rigorous selection process was carried out by the State
Commission to select nine companies out of 293 that registered
for the competition.
JK Moving Services recently was named the best mover in
Loudoun County, Virginia by Leesburg Today. This is the second
consecutive year that JK received this honor based on the publication’s annual readers poll. Leesburg Today said that more than
107,000 votes were cast by 7,700 participants in 203 categories
in December 2014.
The company, founded in 1993 by President and CEO
Charles Kuhn, was also recently recognized by the American Moving & Storage Association with a 2014 Fleet Safety
Award, also for the second consecutive year. The Fleet Safety
Awards distinguish carriers demonstrating the best overall safety
performance, safety improvement, and creativity and leadership
in safety programs. Awards are given to carriers with the best
weighted combination of the lowest U.S. Department of Transportation recordable accident rate per million miles of vehicle
operation and the lowest vehicle and driver out-of-service rates.
IAM: Moving Forward Together

New LACMA Board Elected

A

t its 2015 LACMA Convention & General Assembly held
in Punta del Este, Uruguay, the General Assembly elected
the following LACMA Board of Directors for 2015–2017:

PRESIDENT
Walter Laffitte, Canal Movers & Logistics Corp., Panama

IT’S MORE THAN
MOVING
IT’S RELOCATING!

VICE PRESIDENT
Mario Escalante, Winmovers, Costa Rica
SECRETARY
Sebastian Laporta, Ward Van Lines, Chile
TREASURER
Miguel Angel Florez, Aviomar, S. A., Colombia
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Holly Ana Rincon, Clover Systems, LLC, USA
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Andrea Bacigalupi, Servimex SACI, Paraguay

Worldwide Relocation | Logistics Management
Full Customs Brokerage | Overseas Consolidation
Commercial Moving | Packing Materials

MOVERS DOING GOOD

T

he Arpin Charitable Fund, also known as Arpin Strong,
announced in its 2014 year-end report that it has raised more
than $37,000 and donated to 36 charitable and medical organizations.
 	 Mark Dearborn, president of Arpin Strong and vice
president of corporate accounts for Arpin Group, said, “We have
almost tripled our influence by donating to 36 charitable organizations, an impressive increase over our original 13 beneficiaries
in 2013. We owe this success to the Arpin employees and agents
who have come together to rally behind each of our charitable
causes. I continue to be overwhelmed by their spirit and enthusiasm.”
 	 Several Arpin employees founded Arpin Strong in the wake
of the Boston Marathon bombings in 2013 as a way to show
support for the relief efforts. The scope of the program expanded
in the following months to aid the victims of disasters around the
world, including the Oklahoma tornadoes and Typhoon Haiyan
in the Philippines. The organization obtained its official 501(c)
(3) status the same year.
 	 During the past year, Arpin Strong conducted theme days
and monthly raffles, and supported the efforts of Arpin’s Race
Team to raise funds. Its largest single fundraising event, the
First Annual Arpin Strong Golf Tournament, raised more than
$17,000 for charities, including the American Heart Association,
Boys & Girls Club, Family Services of RI, American Cancer
Society, Habitat for Humanity, Make a Difference Foundation,
One Fund/Boston Marathon, Operation Stand Down, Save The
Bay, The Tomorrow Fund, RI Community Food Bank, Susan B
Komen Race for the Cure and Wreaths Across America.
IAM: Moving Forward Together

Inter-Island Moving | Door to Door Service
Delivery & Set Up | Free Quotes

IntlIn
Tel: (305) 320 4004

www.miraclebrokers.com
Email: miracle@candw.ky
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Paramount Transportation Systems has announced
its official partnership with Orthopaedic Institute for Children
(OIC), a world leader in pediatric orthopedic care, education and
research. Through OIC’s Corporate Giving Program, Paramount
will donate $5 for every move it completes anywhere in the
world. The program is expected to raise more than $100,000 for
OIC’s new pediatric orthopedic surgery center, which is scheduled to open next year in downtown Los Angeles. Paramount
manages more than 28,000 shipments annually, touching more
than 130 countries.
“The Paramount family strongly believes in the mission of
OIC. Our entire organization is excited about the positive impact
we will make in the lives of children, through our partnership
with OIC,” said Grace Bishar, co-founder and chief financial
officer of Paramount Transportation Systems.
Paramount, founded in 1996, recently launched the program
during a special employee event held at its San Marcos, California, headquarters. Michael Sullivan and Jaime Rojas Jr. of
OIC presented OIC’s plan to build the new surgery center, which
will be the only one in Southern California specifically designed
to treat children’s orthopedic traumas and conditions. Yvonne
Madregon, a four-year-old double amputee who currently receives care at OIC, joined as a special guest.
“Partners like Paramount help make it possible for OIC to
provide the best orthopedic care to children. We are grateful for
their investment in our mission, and look forward to expanding
our partnership,” said Sullivan, vice-president and chief philanthropy officer of OIC.

CORRECTION
An item in the Industry News section of the January/
February issue of The Portal announcing the marriage of
Ludmilla Mantovany of Atlantis International mistakenly
identified Atlantis General Manager/Partner Daniel
Rodrigues as her spouse. In fact, Ms. Mantovany
recently wed Mr. Bruno Couto. Mr. Rodrigues and his
wife, Quesia Rodrigues (in the photo below), have been
happily married for 13 years.

MILESTONES
Crown Worldwide Group marks its golden anniversary in
2015. Fifty years ago, Jim Thompson began the company from a
small rented cubicle in Yokohama, Japan, with very little capital
and only two employees. Now, the company is one of the oldest
and most extensive private logistics companies in the world.
With more than 5,000 employees, it offers an extensive ranger
of logistics services across five brands. Thompson attributes the
success of the company to his teams past and present.
“My greatest pride comes from having created a platform
for many talented people to develop their skills beyond their own
expectations,” he said.

CMMB representative Aakanksha Bhargava and her new
husband, Sumit Bawa, at their wedding in February
PM Relocations CEO & President Aakanksha Bhargava,
who also serves as Eastern & Southeastern Asia (Region 3)
Representative on IAM’s Core Members Management Board,
recently married her childhood friend, Sumit Bawa. The wedding, which was conducted according to Hindu traditions, took
place on February 21, and was the culmination of a three-day
long celebration at a five-star resort in Delhi, India.

IN MEMORIAM
Geoff Cummins

B

ishop’s Move advised IAM that Geoff Cummins, European manager, passed away suddenly on February 11 of
complications following routine surgery. He was 50.
Grant Bishop noted that Mr. Cummins had worked in
the industry for more than 30 years. “Geoff was well known
within the industry,” he said, “having worked for the likes of
ourselves twice as a branch manager of our Tunbridge Wells
office and more recently as our European manager, Pickford’s. He was respected for his integrity in particular and
will be sorely missed. Our thoughts and prayers are with his
wife and children.”
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Peg Wilken

Stevens Forwarders Inc.
IAM Chair

Core Members
Alaska Furniture Movers LLC
207 Nabba Building
97059 Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Tel: 00971 65352588
Fax: 00971 65352599
sales@alaskamovers.net
POC: Deepak Mhatre
Sponsors: Servile Relocations Pvt. Ltd., India
Orient Express Forwarding Pte Ltd.,
Singapore
Antonini E Faraoni SRL
Via Casciani, 59
Via Casilina 1573
00133 Rome, Italy
Tel: 39 06 2057902
Fax: 39 06 2054786
info@antoniniefaraoni.com
POC: Silvio Faraoni
POC: Massimo Siciliani
Sponsors: Argeo Villa SRL, Italy
MS Partnership 2000 Srl., Italy

Credo d.o.o.
Vincentia iz Kastva 21
Petra Grgeca 4
10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: 385 1 617 1449
Fax: 385 1 6152743
info@credomovers.com
POC: Piero Peic
Sponsors: Giovaruscio Moving SRL, Italy
ITO Mobeltransport GmbH, Germany
Dominican International Moving (DIM)
Avenida Abraham Lincoln No. 504
Ens. Piantini
10127 Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Tel: 809-566-4333
Fax: 809-566-4766
germania.perez@dim.do
POC: Germania Perez
POC: Luis Perez
Sponsors: Agencia De Aduanas Atlantic &
Assoc. Worldwide Movers, Dominican
Republic
Frank Leo, SRL, Dominican Republic

Multimodal Operador Logistico
Internacional S.A.
Belo Horizonte
Rotonda 1 1/2 Cuadra al Norte
Managua, Nicaragua
Tel: 505 2248 6800
ventas@multimodalnic.com
POC: LuisFelipe Zamora
POC: Jaqueline Norori
Sponsors: Annex Brands, USA
Global Relocations, Inc., USA

Gondrand International Ltd.
8152 Glattbrugg
8152 Zurich, Switzerland
Tel: 41 44 828 68 59
Fax: 41 44 828 68 20
removals.zh@gondrand-logistics.com
POC: Peter Muller
POC: Ringo Russo
POC: Gionatan Di Dio
Sponsors: The MI Group, USA
Gerson & Grey, Brazil

Solution Mobility
3rd Floor, Asif Plaza, 106 East
Fazal-ul Haque Road, Blue Area
44000 Islamabad, Pakistan
Tel: 0092 51 8489300-07
removals@solution-mobility.com
POC: Hammad Shah
POC: Qasim Khan
POC: Gulnaz Shah
Sponsors: Armstrong International Movers
Ltd., Canada
Green Packers and Movers (Pvt) Ltd.,
Pakistan

Atlas Logistics Solution Plc
Garad Mall, 2nd Floor, Office #432-2-13
121361 Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Tel: 251 114 670 368
Fax: 251-114 670 368
atlas.logbe@gmail.com
POC: Yilma Ayalew
POC: Addis Alemayehu
POC: Anteneh Ayenew
Sponsors: 21st Century Relocations, India
Cargo Packers & Movers International Pvt.
Ltd., Nepal

GWC Global & Cargo Transport LLC
Airport Road, Makeen Building No. 112
Al Gorhoud
117461 Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971 4 259 5322
Fax: 971 4 2595344
amarendra.singh@gulfwarehousing.com
POC: Amarendra Singh
POC: Arun Mathew
POC: Kaleemullah Hafeezulah
Sponsors: Dynamic Freight, Bahrain
Emerald Relocation Services Pvt Ltd., India

Consolidated Strategies & Solutions
Unit 1C Philippine Trade Center
No. 14 Calle Industria
Quezon City, 1110 Philippines
Tel: 0632 637-5907
Fax: 0632 654-4493
cosette.s@csandsolutions.com
POC: Cosette Siapno
Sponsors: Ameritrans Logistics, Inc., USA
MovingStar Moving and Storage, USA

International Moving Services Ltd.
Charter House, Courtlands Road
East Bourne, BN22 8V4 United Kingdom
Tel: 01323 886477
john@intlmoving.co.uk
POC: John Greening
POC: Jayde Smyth
Sponsors: Global Moving Systems Ltd.,
England
Robinsons Relocation Limited, England
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Matthew James Removals & Storage
Limited
Unit 9B, Europa Trading Estate
Erith, DA81QL United Kingdom
Tel: 0132244686
european@matthewjamesremovals.com
POC: Stephen Turner
POC: Paul Speer
POC: Janet Mccaig
Sponsors: Wisse Moving, SL, Spain
De Haan Spain Center S.L., Spain

Stadsbudskontoret AB
Lyftkransvagen 16
14250 Skogas, Sweden
Tel: 004686450440
info@stadsbudskontoret.eu
POC: Christoffer Westin
POC: Magnus Stenbom
Sponsors: A/S MOVE IT, Denmark
Les Gentlemen Du Demenagement, France

IMPORTANT NOTICE
In compliance with the U.S. Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993,
87 percent of your IAM membership dues may be deductible as
a business expense. However, 13
percent may not be deductible as
allocable expenses to state and
federal lobbying activities of this
Association.
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Sunkyung Shipping Co., Ltd.
Deungchon-Dong, Woongjin Plaza 204, 45
4 Gangseo-ro, Gangseo-gu
Seoul, Korea
Tel: 822 755-3333
Fax: 822-3663-3339
sk@skmoving.com
POC: Julia Yang
POC: Juyeon Park
POC: Jahye Park
Sponsors: Asian Tigers Mobility, Korea
Prudent Logistixs Nig Ltd., Nigeria
Terre Air Mer Mauritanie SARL
Z.I. Medina III
BP 3058
99999 Nouakchott, Mauritania
Tel: 222 45 21 84 10
Fax: 222 45 29 23 83
contact@tamm-di.com
POC: Olivier Lachaut
POC: Yasser Alnabhani
POC: Olivier Bargone
Sponsors: Maxi-Move, Senegal
Balguerie, France

RPP Disburses More Than $32,000 for
Unpaid Invoice Claims in 2014

D

uring the 2014 fiscal year, IAM paid out $32,486 on valid
claims submitted through the Receivable Protection Program.
This is the amount IAM will compensate members of the RPP
Program for outstanding invoices from other IAM members. The
compensation is based on the debt owed by another IAM member who has declared
bankruptcy or has ceased to exist as a result of being financially insolvent or otherwise
unable to continue operations.
Sounds like a great benefit, right? In 2015 it became even better: Now your
company does not have to register for the RPP program, or pay any additional fees to
belong. You need only renew your IAM membership. If you are an IAM Core or Governing Member, all you have to do is pay your 2015 IAM member dues and this addedvalue benefit will be included in your membership.
Invoices were e-mailed in December and snail-mailed in January, and you were
personally contacted in February. If you have not yet fulfilled your dues obligation,
contact membership@iamembers.org to pay your dues invoice, or to request an invoice
be sent to you. (To pay online, follow the instructions in article below.)
To learn more about the RPP and how you can submit claims, review the information on the IAM website or contact IAM staff at rpp@iamovers.org.

Q&A: IAM Payment Guidance under the
Receivable Protection Program (RPP)

Coming Up in
The Portal in 2015
May/June:
Those Are the Breaks: IAM
Members Who Make Your
Customers Whole
[A Focus on Insurance and Risk
Management Services]
July/August:
Movers Doing Good: Caring,
Community & Corporate
Responsibility
September/October
(Annual Meeting issue):
Packing & Crating:
Thinking Inside the Box
Watch your inbox for ePortals
with guidelines for submitting
articles for each of these
upcoming issues. If you’re not an
ePortal subscriber, e-mail
membership@iamovers.org and ask
to be added to the distribution list.
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R

ecently, IAM members have posed several questions related to payments
made between members. Upon reviewing these issues, IAM offers this
advice with respect to what constitutes correct and appropriate payment
behavior.
Question 1: Is it acceptable to withhold payment for services rendered in
exchange for hoped-for or expected reciprocal traffic or tonnage to offset the
outstanding balance?
IAM Position: IAM does not consider this behavior acceptable and will not
condone a member refusing to pay a valid invoice because they believe they
are entitled to reciprocal traffic or tonnage in return. However, if there is a
written agreement outlining such an arrangement, IAM will make an exception and will honor the terms of the written agreement.
Question 2: In situations where there are claims stemming from damages to
a shipment, is it acceptable to deduct the claims settlement amount from the
invoice amount if it is clear that the agent caused the damages?
IAM Position: Many disputes brought before IAM center on a loss and damage claim associated with the shipment. In many cases, full payment is withheld. In these situations, when a payment dispute involves a claims chargeback, it will not be considered under the Invoice Dispute Resolution Process
or be eligible for unpaid invoice compensation through the RPP.
IAM: Moving Forward Together

It’s here…

Receivable Protection Program (RPP)
is now a benefit included in
all Core and Governing
Memberships.

iamovers.org

Search RPP or contact membership@iamovers.org

EUROUSA
MOVIN G & SHIPPIN G
Your Trade Partner in UK, France & USA
Weekly Consolidations USA to Door Europe & Australia
UK import tariff covering all Europe
Origin and Destination Services in France, UK and USA
Groupage Shipping rates through to door from
UK and USA

“ Gr e at R at e s an d a Sh ip L o ad o f K n o w How”
USA

exports@eurousa.us
www.euro-america.net
T: 843-225-7217
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England

imports@eurousa.co.uk
www.the-eurogroup.com
T: 44-1638-515335

France

paris@eurousafrance.com
www.eurousafrance.com
T: 33 1 41 11 75 82
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WASHINGTON UPDATE
By Jim Wise, PACE, LLP

FMCSA Moves Forward to Implement MAP-21 Requirements

I

n an effort to meet Congressional requirements under the
previous highway reauthorization bill (MAP-21), the FMCSA
convened the first of several meetings of the Entry-Level Driver
Training Advisory Committee (ELDTAC).
The ELDTAC was formed as part of a “negotiated rulemaking” process initiated by the FMCSA so the agency could better
understand the processes currently undertaken for driver training
at the company level, as it is required to implement new training
requirements. It is expected that the agency will finalize the rule
in 2016, with implementation to be phased in 12 to 18 months
later. ELDTAC members are a mix of state, safety, training,
insurance, labor and industry stakeholders.
As anticipated, the initial session focused on the committee
process, how votes on issues would be taken and structure of the
ELDTAC. It was made clear that all ELDTAC members would
share a primary objective: to participate in the process in good
faith. It was noted that this rule would not be written by the ELDTAC, but would flow instead from discussions at the meetings,
and then written independently by FMSCA staff.
The rule must be supported by a regulatory analysis; in
other words, it must demonstrate that the benefits justify the cost
of the rule. FMCSA also stressed that the ELDTAC has a much
more significant role than the Motor Carrier Safety Advisory
Committee (MCSAC), which was created three years ago to
examine and debate industry-specific issues. ELDTAC facilitator
Richard Parker urged the committee to keep their members and
other stakeholders advised of the discussions. This will ensure
a smoother glide path to eventual finalization of the eventual
proposed rule, and helps to preclude surprise arguments in the
official comment process.
Instead of a public comment period at the end of the session,
the ELDTAC will try to get public participation throughout their
meetings. This plan may be altered later on, if public comments
from stakeholders begin to interfere with the normal meeting
processes. This is a key difference from the MCSAC proceedings, which permitted public comments only at the end. It was
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decided that 23 out of 26 members would need to agree before
an item could be moved forward and given committee approval.
Initial recommendations will be derived from a study being
conducted at nine CDL schools that is expected to finalized this
summer. The purpose of this study will be to review all curriculums, and then consider initial recommendations from the
schools. The FMCSA will also review crash data, but as several
commentators noted, there remains a major problem with crash
data and the current Compliance Safety Accountability (CSA)
metric. It was emphasized by industry that until the CSA is finalized, scoring and associated metrics should not be factored into
training requirements.
Minimum financial security requirements under review
As directed under MAP-21, the FMCSA is also reviewing the
current $750,000 minimum financial security requirements that
would affect several elements of the household goods moving
industry. The public comment period ended on February 26, with
more than 1,700 comments filed to the agency docket.
IAM requested that the agency not move the minimum
financial requirements above a $1 million threshold. As IAM
explained in its comments, far less than 1 percent of all industryrelated incidents breach the current threshold of $750,000. Also,
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since the vast majority of insurance requirements offer a $1
million minimum, IAM believes this number represents a fair
metric, should industry be at fault for an accident and related
costs.
Increasing this number dramatically above the $1 million
mark would place a significant financial burden on IAM member
companies, particularly the smaller and family-owned businesses. A $1 million threshold will ensure that all entities required
to carry the insurance would be in a position to pay out related
claims for which they may be liable.
Passage of Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) urged
U.S. House Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan (R-WI) and
the majority of House and Senate Republicans are strongly pushing for approval of Trade Promotion Authority (TPA). The next
two months are key, as it will take several additional months to
put any final agreement into place.
TPA, often referred to as “fast track,” would allow Congress
to set negotiating priorities for the Administration, provide input
and—most important—ensure that any deal agreed to overseas
would get a Congressional vote with no amendments or procedural delays. During the past decade, countries have become
increasingly wary of U.S. trade deals, as they have often been
altered or stalled in the Congress.
House Republicans have acknowledged the need to have
at least some Democratic support for the trade agreements to
pass. Sticking points for Democrats remain workers’ rights in the
United States, as well as environmental impact on countries from
which goods and products are sourced. Democrats are also seek-

ing language in the legislation that would provide an “out” for
potential trade deals deemed economically harmful to the United
States, as well as protections for potential currency manipulation
from participating countries.
Legislation has not yet been introduced, as these concerns
are being resolved in meetings with Congressional staff and the
committees of jurisdiction. The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP),
involving 10 additional countries based primarily in the Asia region, have similar deadlines for implementation of an agreement
by the end of this Congress (December 2016). The next round of
trade discussions between U.S. and country representatives are
set for later this month, with a goal of introducing TPA legislation after the talks are concluded.

IAM Offers Volume Discount
Pricing on Metal Seals

I

AM continues to offer special member pricing on metal
security seals for liftvans. Seals must be ordered in sets
of 400. The rates are as follows:
			
IAM Members
Under 10,000 .08 each + shipping
Over 10,000 .07 each + shipping

Nonmembers
.12 each + shipping
.10 each + shipping

Send all orders to Jamila Kenney by fax (703) 317-9960 or
via e-mail to jamila.kenney@IAMovers.org.

Accepting
New Members!

Members
can displa
the ILN lo y
go
on their
websites!

Is your company diversifying into logistics? Do you already work in logistics, providing office moving, project
forwarding, warehousing and distribution or cargo moving?
Then it’s time to join forces with a group of IAM members who formed the IAM Logistics Network (ILN).
This member-driven group, created in 2013, facilitates networking among IAM colleague companies seeking to
expand already-thriving logistics businesses or ready to diversify into new business sectors.
ILN members realize these membership benefits immediately:
▶ Become part of an logistics network of IAM members
with whom you’ve already spent years developing
relationships and trust.

▶ Join your ILN colleagues for anytime chat and
discussion on the ILN Members-Only LinkedIn Group
and in the IAM Social Café.
▶ Take part in an ILN members-only networking event at
IAM’s Annual Conference & Expo.

To join, or receive more information on the IAM Logistics Network (ILN), contact Membership@IAMovers.org
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ADVERTISING RATES, DIMENSIONS, AND DEADLINES
The Portal accepts only computer-generated high-resolution PDF files. All ads must be in color.
AD FORMAT
AND SIZE

WIDTH

HEIGHT

COST*

Full page
Full page bleed
(add 1/8" / 3 cm at
each edge)

7-1/2” / 19 cm
8-1/2” / 22 cm

10” / 25.5 cm
11” / 28 cm

US$3,825.00

1/2 page horizontal
1/2 page vertical
(for bleed add 1/8” / 3 cm
at top, right, and bottom)

7-1/2” / 19 cm
3-5/8” / 10 cm

4-3/4” / 12 cm
10” / 28 cm

US$2,025.00
US$2,025.00

1/3 page horizontal
1/3 page vertical
1/3 page box

7-1/2" / 19 cm
2-3/8” / 6 cm
5” / 12.5 cm

3-1/8" / 8 cm
10” / 25 cm
5” / 12.5 cm

US$1,426.00
US$1,426.00

1/4 page horizontal
1/4 page vertical

5” / 12.5 cm
3-5/8” / 9 cm

3-1/8” / 8 cm
4-7/8” / 12 cm

US$1,050.00
US$1,050.00

1/6 page horizontal
1/6 page vertical

5” / 12.5 cm
2-3/8” / 6 cm

2-3/8” / 6 cm
5” / 12.5 cm

US$638.00
US$638.00

1/8 page

3-5/8” / 9 cm

2-3/8" / 6 cm

US$526.00

Prices shown are the total cost for six insertions (one year).
Premium placement is also available. Contact Janet.Seely@IAMovers.org for more information.
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May/June Issue.................................................April 30, 2015
July/August Issue............................................... June 26, 2015
September/October Issue.............................August 25, 2015
(ANNUAL MEETING ISSUE)
November/December Issue........................ October 30, 2015
January/February 2016 Issue.................... December 28, 2015
March/April Issue.......................................February 28, 2016

*Ad rates subject to change.
**Deadlines to receive new artwork are subject to change.

For further information about Portal display advertising,
contact Janet Seely at IAM:

Phone: (703) 317-9950 • Fax: (703) 317-9960 • E-mail: janet.seely@IAMovers.org
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ADVERTISERS INDEX
9ekim Worldwide Movers.............................59

International Shippers Association...............51

A. F. Wohlstetter Scholarships......................47

Invictus Relocation.......................................74

A. Univers Transit Ltd..................................77

Jacksonville Box...........................................52

AGS..............................................................39

Klein’s Moving & Storage Corp...................53

Air Animal....................................................62

L&G International Movers...........................63

Arrowpak Int’l..............................................66

La Rosa del Monte........................................26

Aspire Mobility.............................................12

Leader Relocations........................................74

Boonma.........................................................15
Canal Movers & Logistics............................64

Maxwell Logistics Pvd. Ltd..........................87

Capitol Transportation Puerto Rico..............34

McGimpsey...................................................28

Cargo Channels Pvt. Ltd...............................16

Metropolitan Transports................................31

Coco’s International Movers.........................67

Miracle Brokers............................................81

Compact Movers.............................................4

Movage.........................................................22

Coleman World Group..................................92

Move-it Channelmoving...............................35

Contour Logistics..........................................45

Movers P.O.E...........................................42,43

CTSI Logistics..............................................72

New Haven....................................................54

Daycos...........................................................58

Newland Relocation......................................75

DeWitt Companies .........................................9

North & South Logistics, Inc........................55

DGM Veron Grauer SA.................................23

NY International Shipping............................40

Door to Door Transports S.A.C....................19

Pac Global.....................................................10

Emerald Relocations.....................................37

Panama Intermoving & Relocation...............46

Enterprise Database Corporation....................6

Potter Whse & Trans.....................................70

EUROMOVERS...........................................69

Premier Relocations......................................41

EUROUSA....................................................86

Receivable Protection Program.....................85

Executive Insurance Services.......................56

ReloSmart Asia.............................................21

Express Cargo Services.................................64

Rosebrock.....................................................52

Felix Relocations..........................................20

Schumacher Cargo........................................60

Flippers.........................................................30

SIR Move Services.......................................61

Garcia Trucking Service...............................71

SIT Grupo Empresarial, SL...........................14

GEP...............................................................44

Starck International.......................................32

GInter............................................................65

Status Baby...................................................87

Global Moving & Relocations......................24

Stevens Worldwide Van Lines......................57

GLS Korea....................................................37

Subalipak.......................................................18

Gosselin Group ..............................................3

TG International............................................29

Gridiron Forwarding.....................................56

The Movers—Oman.....................................11

Guyana Overseas Traders.............................29

The Pasha Group/Gateways International....91

Harsch, The Art of Moving...........................25

The Shore Porters Society.............................32

Hasenkamp....................................................36

Tong-In International....................................79

High Relocation Worldwide, Inc.–Korea......53

UniGroup Relocation....................................27

Homepack Freight International...................78

Universal Relocations...................................68

IAM Logistics Network (ILN)......................88

Universal Storage Container...........................2

IAM Mentor Match.......................................48

Victory Packaging ........................................50

IAM Social Cafe...........................................76

Voxme...........................................................17

Interem Ltd ...................................................38

Wells Fargo Insurance Services ....................5

Inter Grace Movers.......................................62

White & Co...................................................45

Intermove......................................................13

Worldcare Pet Transport...............................16

Intermoves SG Global...................................20

Zuhal Pack International...............................19

Industry Calendar
April 16–19, 2015
Young Movers Conference 2015
Sofia, Bulgaria
April 16–19, 2015
EUROMOVES International Conference
Barcelona, Spain
April 28–May 3, 2015
California Moving & Storage Association
Annual Convention
San Diego, California, USA
May 18–20, 2015
IAM/ILN Regional Meeting
Belfast, Northern Ireland
May 21–23, 2015
BAR Conference
Belfast, Northern Ireland
October 7–9, 2015
Worldwide ERC Global Workforce
Symposium
Boston, Massachusetts, USA
October 18–21, 2015
IAM 53rd Annual Meeting
San Diego, California, USA
October 21-–24, 2016
IAM 54th Annual Meeting
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
October 9–12, 2017
IAM 55th Annual Meeting
Long Beach, California, USA

Did You Miss Your
Chance to Shine?

C

ontributing to The Portal provides
an opportunity for your company
to get valuable exposure, and to share
what works for you and what distinguishes you from the competition.
All the companies that contributed
to this issue were inspired to do so
because they saw an announcement in
the ePortal soliciting input from IAM
members. If you missed your chance to
weigh in, contact IAM to request that
you be added to the ePortal distribution list so that next time you’ll be
among the first to know how you can
provide articles and other information
for future issues.
Subscribing to the ePortal is easy
and it’s free—simply e-mail membership@iamovers.com.

We get it there.

The Pasha Group
Global Headquarters
4040 Civic Center Drive
Suite 350
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 927-6400

Gateways International, Inc.
A Pasha Group Company
2701 First Avenue
Suite 420
Seattle, WA 98121
(800) 257-5256

The Pasha Group and Gateways International, Inc.
deliver the right solution at the right time.
• Military and Government Ocean Services
to and from Europe and Asia
• Port and Consolidation Services
• Inland Transportation
• Competitive Hawaii Ocean Services
• Specialized Alaska Moving Services
• GSA Relocation Services

Visit pashagroup.com and pashafamiliesfirst.com

